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Summary 

In this thesis we analyse the cycle times of the investigations for hereditary diseases at UMC 

St. Radboud Genome Diagnostics. We do this by a method in which we compare the minimal 

achievable cycle time of investigation, which is the cycle time if the capacity of all machines and 

operators is infinite, with the currently realized cycle times. As a result, we derived that the cycle 

time factor of investigations is approximately 12. This indicates that on average the cycle times of 

an investigation is 12 times higher than minimally achievable. One should not expect to be able 

to attain a cycle time factor of 1, but a reduction in this factor should certainly be achievable. 

 

By interviews and a data analysis of the SQL databases at the Genome Diagnostics division, 

we are able to diagnose the main causes of this cycle time factor:  

 Limited capacity and availability of specialists which are required to perform a certain 

task: for example caused by the fact that for some investigations the outcome creation 

task is linked to a specific analyst (who may work only part-time). 

 Defective tests: an investigation consists of several tests. Some tests have a high 

failure probability, especially when executed on the robot street. 

 Transportation of intermediate products: regularly there is a delay in transporting 

products from one process to the next one. 

 Batching of tests: batching consumes time, but is required since it reduces the 

required capacity. Therefore, it is important to develop good batching rules. 

 IT failures: as a result of IT failures, the cycle times increase. 

 

In the second part of this thesis, we present a queuing model and simulation model for a part 

of the investigation process. The aim of these models is to analyse the effect of adjustments to the 

system. The models are especially focussed on showing the effects of among others batching, 

rework, the total workload (arrival rate) and the processing rate of machines. The models form a 

start in analysing the cycle time of investigations, but require extensions. 

 

In particular, we use the simulation model to obtain performance measures in several what-if 

scenarios:  

 The effect of higher variance in the processing times on the cycle time of 

investigations. 

 The effect of a multiplication of the processing times (processing requires more time) 

on the cycle time of investigations. 

 The effect of the failure probability of PCR tests on the cycle time of investigations. 

 The effect of the failure probability of SEQ tests on the cycle time of investigations. 

 The effect of the number of tests per plate (processing batch) on the cycle time of 

investigations. 
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1 Introduction 

The goal of this thesis is to analyse the investigation process at the UMC St. Radboud 

Genetics division, and ultimately to provide advices for reducing the cycle time of investigations. 

In this chapter, Section 1.1 introduces the situation and the research question, and Section 1.2 

describes our approach to solve this problem and therewith, it provides the thesis overview. 

1.1 Situation and research question 

The UMC St. Radboud Genome Diagnostics division operates a diagnostic centre for 

hereditary diseases. Analysts execute several experiments to diagnose hereditary diseases.  In 

recent years, the Genome Diagnostics division automatized many of the processes to perform 

these experiments by machines. This automatization – which is an on-going trend – allowed for 

an explosive growth in the number of executable investigations. While in earlier days, the 

execution of investigations was specialist work performed by analysts, the automatization of 

processes transforms the operations more and more into a manufacturing process, in which the 

products are the outcomes of investigations. 

 

To consolidate in delivering excellent quality, the UMC St. Radboud Genome Diagnostics has 

to continuously improve its performance measures. Beside cost and a high quality of the outcome, 

important performance measures are the percentage of investigations overdue (an investigation is 

overdue if it is not finished at its due date) and the average cycle time (the average time between 

the arrival of the investigation request and the completion of the outcome report). A low 

percentage overdue is required because the expectations of clients are that the investigation is 

finished in time and a lower average cycle time is required to meet the raising expectations of the 

clients as well as to attract more foreign investigation requests (which results in a higher 

revenue). 

 

Over the past years, the Genome Diagnostics division has addressed much inefficiency and 

significantly improved the scores of all performance measures. But as for scheduling and batching, 

most rules are not based on a quantitative research. The expectation though is that a 

quantitative research may result in a further decrease of the average cycle time and the 

percentage of jobs overdue. To prepare for an analysis of the system, the UMC St. Radboud 

collected information about past investigations and timestamps over the last few years. For us, 

these data form a start in analysing the system. Our research goal is formulated as follows: 

 

“Perform a quantitative research to present methods to reduce the percentage of 

investigations overdue and the average cycle time of investigations.” 

 
The next section deals with the thesis structure. 

1.2 Thesis structure 

The report is roughly divided in two parts. In the first part, we analyse the system and the 

data to diagnose the causes of a higher percentage of investigations overdue and a higher cycle 

time than achievable. In the second part, we focus more specifically on the robot street, because 

an in-depth analysis of this part of the system provides significant extra information. The 

ultimate aim of this analysis is to investigate the effect of adjustments to the current system. 

 

In the first part of the thesis we use three fundaments to diagnose the causes of high cycle 

times: firstly, we describe what actually has to be done to complete an investigation, including 
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the time required for each step. This allows calculating the minimal achievable cycle time of an 

investigation. Secondly, we observe the production lines currently in use to complete an 

investigation. This allows understanding which processes and parts of the production lines may 

cause delays. Thirdly, a data analysis is performed on all relevant data available at the Genome 

Diagnostics division. The data analysis provides information about the realized cycle times of 

investigations including the cycle times of components of the system. Comparing the realized 

cycle times with the minimal achievable cycle times and the knowledge of the production lines, 

allows diagnosing the deficiencies of the current system which cause higher cycle times than 

achievable. 

 

In describing the current system, we utilize an approach stated in Renders & Rooda(2000). 

This is an approach to compose or decompose processes of a production system. In explaining the 

system, we use three different levels of detail for depicting the system: the recipes level, the 

processes level and the operators and machines level. The recipes level represents on a global level 

what kind of jobs have to be performed in the system. The processes level presents how the 

recipes are executed. This is also the level used to determine the minimal achievable cycle time. 

Finally, the operators and machines level describes which operator or machine is performing 

which process, and is also describing batching rules, buffers, rework and queues. 

 

In the second part of the thesis, an in-depth analysis of the robot street is executed. We 

constructed two models of the robot street: a simulation model, and a queuing model. The 

queuing model is best for gaining insight into the system. This is in contrast to the simulation 

model, which is less effective in gaining insight into the system, but on the other hand, this model 

provides more accurate results, and is able to return more distinct output values. Developing two 

models has another valuable advantage as well: when approximately equal results are obtained by 

both models, they validate each other’s correctness. The simulation model is used to analyse 

what-if scenarios (check what happens if the system is changed), and therewith, the effects of 

adjustments to the system are analysed. 
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Figure 1: The structure of the thesis. 

  

The thesis structure is summarized by Figure 1. This Figure displays in which chapter each 

component is described, as well as the link between the different components. Chapter 2, Chapter 

3 and Chapter 4 describe the three levels of detail. Meanwhile Chapter 3 presents the minimal 

achievable cycle time. Next, Chapter 5 describes the mean data analysis results and a diagnosis 

for the high cycle time of investigations. Chapter 6 describes a simulation model for the robot 

street, and this model is used in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 to show the results of basic scenarios 

and what-if scenarios. Finally, Chapter 9 presents a queuing model for the same part of the 

system. 
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2 Investigations of hereditary diseases 

This chapter introduces the work field of the Genome Diagnostics division of UMC St. 

Radboud Genetics in Section 2.1, and the recipes in Section 2.2. 

2.1 Work field of Genome Diagnostics 

The main task of UMC St. Radboud Genome Diagnostics is to execute investigations for 

hereditary diseases. A hereditary disease is a disease caused by a harmful mutation in the DNA 

(genetic code) of an individual. Mutations are errors in the DNA. A hereditary disease is always 

linked to a specific gene, which is a small part of the DNA coding for a certain building block of 

the human body1. 

 

A doctor – the client – may hypothesize one or more genes of a patient which are potentially 

defect. Next, if indeed a hereditary disease is present, this can be verified by a harmful mutation 

within a gene. The task of the UMC St. Radboud is to check the hypothesized genes– also called 

the indicator(s) – for whether a harmful mutation is present. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: The work domain of UMC St. Radboud Genome Diagnostics within the broader context. 

 

As depicted by Figure 2 the client sends a tissue sample of the patient and an investigation 

request to the UMC St. Radboud. The tissue sample is required to obtain the patient’s DNA. The 

investigation request includes information about which genes are hypothesized to possibly contain 

a hereditary disease. If the UMC St. Radboud accepts these hypotheses, a distinct (diagnostic) 

investigation is created for each of these genes. As a result each investigation has its own 

indicator. After the execution, each investigation has an outcome, which is either positive or 

negative: positive means a harmful mutation is present in the gene (thus a hereditary disease is 

present) and negative means the opposite. The result is printed on a result letter which is sent to 

the client, after which the client informs the patient. This ends the process. The next section 

introduces the recipes level of the (production) system at the Genome Diagnostics division. 

2.2 The recipes 

So far we bordered the work domain of the UMC St. Radboud Genome Diagnostics for 

(diagnostic) investigations. In this section, the recipes level – which describes ‘what is done’ at the 

Genome Diagnostics division – is presented.  Since the division is also executing other jobs than 

investigations, we distinguish five different types of recipes (see Figure 3). Three of them are 

linked to investigations. The difference between them is based on the origin of the patient’s DNA. 

A fourth recipe is used for DNA isolation only, and a fifth recipe represents the shared capacity of 

the robots and machines of the Genetics division. We never refer to recipe IV or V when using 

the term ‘investigation’. 

 

                                           
1 Additional biological information about the Human Genome may be found in Appendix A. 
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In the full recipe, the Genetics division receives the investigation request as well as one or 

more tissue samples of the patient. The first task of the Genome Diagnostics division is to register 

the investigation. Next the tissue samples are isolated and normalized to obtain a DNA fraction 

(alternatively called a DNA sample or a fraction). Normalization is a process in which DNA 

samples are diluted to a standardized concentration. 

 

Next, during the execution, several experiments are performed on the patient’s DNA fraction. 

The set of experiments executed within an investigation is related to its indicator. The results of 

the experiments are collected, and after all required experiments are performed, the results are 

used to identify harmful mutations. After this, an outcome report is created for the investigation. 

Finally, the results must be validated, after which the result letter is sent to the client, which is 

the final product. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: The five different recipes of the diagnostic jobs. 

 

Since the thesis focuses on the cycle time of investigations, the most important recipes are I, 

II and III; but we have to take into account the other two recipes since they share the capacity of 

the machines at the Genome Diagnostics laboratory. 

 

In the next chapter, our aim is to introduce the processes level of UMC St. Radboud Genome 

Diagnostics. Secondly, we use the identified processes to estimate the minimal achievable cycle 

time.  
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3 The processes 

The processes level describes what has to be done to perform the recipes, assuming the 

current technologies. This level is different from what is actually done (the machine and operators 

level): only the processes which add value to the final product are included in this level. 

 

Firstly, in Section 3.1, the different experiments executed at the Genetics division are modeled 

into four distinct test routes. Secondly, we use these test routes to depict the processes level for 

the recipes which are linked to investigations. Finally, a major result is shown in Section 3.3: the 

minimal achievable cycle time of investigations. This predicted minimal cycle time may be used 

as a basis to conclude whether certain processes to perform an investigation currently require 

more time than necessary. 

3.1 Experiment types 

As described, to verify potential hereditary diseases, one has to detect mutations in the 

patient’s DNA. To do this, one has to execute several experiments. The aim of this section is to 

introduce the experiments used at the Genetics division of the UMC St. Radboud. 

 

We made a distinction into four different experiment classes: PCRSEQ (Sanger sequencing), 

MLPA (multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification), GS (genescan) and ‘other’. ‘other’ 

represents all experiments which are not belonging to the PCRSEQ, MLPA or GS class. The 

‘other’ class includes among others next-gen sequencing (NGS) approaches and gel methods. The 

reason for combining all these experiments is because the usage of these experiments is much 

lower compared to the other classes. 

 

In an investigation, the set of experiments to execute depends on the indicator (gene) to 

investigate. The number of different indicators is larger than 500. Some diseases require only GS 

experiments, others require only PCRSEQ experiments, while some require multiple experiment 

types. We call each separate experiment a test route. That means each investigation consists of 

one or more test routes. 

 

For example, the conventional investigation with the indicator BRCA1, requires 1 MLPA test 

route, and 34 distinct PCRSEQ test routes. The gene investigated for the existence of a 

hereditary disease influences which tests are executed, but this is not a 1-on-1 relation: sometimes 

only a part of the prescribed experiments for a specific gene has to be executed. 

 

Test route Percentage of all 

test routes 

In percentage of 

investigations 

PCRSEQ 95 81 

MLPA 2 24 

GS 2 10 

Other 2 13 

 

Table 1: Prevalence of test routes in 2012.  

 

Using the distinction in classes, the majority of test routes belong to the PCRSEQ test route, 

since in the case PCRSEQ experiments are required, usually these are multiple. This is in 

contrast to the MLPA test route: which usually requires only a single test route per investigation. 

The prevalence of test routes is depicted by Table 1. The first column of this table shows for each 
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test route class the percentage of all test routes belonging to this class, and the second column 

shows which percentage of investigations contain at least one of these test routes. 

 

The processing unit at a certain test route is called a test. Each distinct test requires its own 

unique primer set. A primer set (short: primer) is an ingredient to execute a specific test route. 

The number of distinct primer sets is larger than 7000. Two tests which require the same primer 

set are executions of the same test type. Additional information about tests may be found in 

Appendix A. In the next section, the processes level is introduced. 

3.2 Display of the processes level 

Between investigations, the only difference is based on the origin of the used DNA fraction. 

Therefore, we are able to describe the processes of an investigation (recipe I, II and III) by a 

single diagram (see Figure 4). The colors used in this Figure correspond to the recipe components 

(see Figure 3). The actual task at the Iso+Nor process depends on the recipe. The processes level 

is quite similar to the recipes level except that the ‘execution’ phase is now presented in more 

detail. The test routes of the execution recipe (recipe V) are presented in appendix D. They are 

not the aim of this research, but interesting to know when taking into account the shared 

capacity of the machines at Genome Diagnostics. The same holds for jobs with recipe IV, though 

their processes are guessable and therefore not presented in an Appendix. 

 

Investigations and samples arrive at the pre-registration. After pre-registration, DNA can be 

isolated, and meanwhile some extra registration for the investigation and the work preparation is 

done. During the work preparation, a senior analyst ensures the correct test routes are planned 

for an investigation. Next, all test routes are executed, and the results are collected. Only when 

all results for the planned tests have arrived, the outcome report may be created. An exception is 

the situation in which a test route repeatedly fails. In this case, the investigation may be finished 

with the notification that certain test routes were not successful. Next this report has to be 

validated, after which a result letter is sent to the client. 

 

Referring to the recipe presented by Figure 3, the ‘execution’ part is described by the different 

test routes. The MLPA, GS and ‘Other’ test route respectively have the processing units MLPA, 

GS and ‘Other’ test. An exception is the PCRSEQ test route: for this test route, the processing 

unit for the first part is the PCR test (until the process ‘preparation for sequencing’, in which the 

material of the PCR test is used to create a SEQ test), and in the second part, the processing 

unit is the SEQ test. In case this distinction is not required, sometimes we will refer to the 

processing unit on this route by PCRSEQ test. 

 

Tests consist of a mix of materials in a tube, which ultimately are processed by a Sequencer. 

Exceptions to this are all ‘other’ tests. This is a common aspect of the ‘other’ tests. In preparation 

for the processing on the Sequencer, tests undergo several processing steps. Most of them are 

based on adding or removing material of the tube, except for the PCR process step: PCR may be 

seen as a furnace process. 

 

After processing the results of test routes are controlled. There are two possibilities in which a 

test route has to be redone: the first possibility is whenever the result of a test is not satisfactory 

(unclear). In this case, the test failed and has to be redone (rework). As a second possibility, if a 

mutation is found in a test result, the result must be confirmed, by redoing the test. 
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Having defined the processes level, next we estimate the minimal achievable cycle time for 

each process step, and use the result to estimate the minimal achievable cycle of an investigation. 

 

 
Figure 4: The processes level of an investigation, including a split in the possible test routes. 

 

3.3 Minimal achievable cycle time 

Based upon the processes level we are able to estimate the minimal achievable cycle time of 

investigations. In this estimation, we assume the capacity for each process is infinite, and all tests 

can be executed in parallel. In each process step, the quickest processing method is chosen. This 
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results in the minimal processing times for each process step and the minimal cycle times as 

presented in Figure 5(in hours). In practice, these cycle times will not be achieved, due to for 

example batching, rework, and a limited capacity and availability of employees and machines. 

This calculation though, is of major importance to the analysis, because it allows for a comparison 

with the current cycle times: to discover parts of the system which can be improved. We excluded 

calculation of the minimal achievable cycle time for ‘other’ tests, since there are many different 

experiments belonging to this class, each with their own procedure. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Minimal required processing times for each process step, for the case in which rework or 

confirmation (in case of a mutation) is not required. 

 

Since in the optimal case all PCRSEQ, MLPA and GS test routes within an investigation are 

executed in parallel, the required time to execute the complete investigation is fixed by the test 

which requires the longest processing time. Lastly, the time required for creating the outcome and 

validation may increase if the number of tests required for the investigation increases. 

 

As a result, we conclude if none of the tests fail (have to be redone), and none of the tests has 

a positive outcome (mutation discovered which has to be confirmed), then every investigation can 

be finished within 1.5 workdays, using the current technologies. In this conclusion, we assumed 

the Genetics division operates 8 hours per day and the first PCR for MLPA tests is performed 

overnight (saves 16 hours). 

 

The next chapter presents the operators and machines at the UMC St. Radboud Genome 

Diagnostics which perform the processes to diagnose hereditary diseases. 
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4 The operators and machines 

The processes level displays what has to be done to perform an investigation. In this chapter, 

we move to a final level of detail: the operators and machines level. This level projects the 

processes to the machines and operators at UMC St. Radboud Genome Diagnostics: it displays 

the current approaches used by the division. The structure of this level may be altered, as long as 

the processes as indicated in Chapter 3 are executed. Thus a change in the structure of this level 

may decrease the cycle time of investigations. 

 

The operators and machines level which is valid for recipes I, II and III is displayed in Figure 

6. As for this chapter, first we describe how to project the recipes and processes to the operators 

and machines level (Section 4.1). This will clarify the color fill of the processes and the arrow 

colors of Figure 6. The operators and machines are filled-in with matching colors compared to the 

recipes and processes (levels). Finally, the main system characteristics are highlighted (Section 

4.2). 
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Figure 6: The operators and machines level. 
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4.1 Mapping of other levels to the operators and machines level 

This section describes how the recipes and processes level can be linked to Figure 6. First we 

focus on the connection with the recipes level, which is displayed in Figure 3. Most recipes follow 

only part of the routes depicted in this diagram. The colors of the processes in the machines and 

operators level matches with the colors used in Figure 3. 

 

The operators and machines level is valid for all recipes linked to investigations (recipes I, II 

and III). The only difference between the three recipes for investigations is the handling at the 

isolation facility. If a tissue sample is externally isolated, a DNA fraction has to be controlled 

(process CD) instead of retrieved from a tissue sample (full recipe). If a DNA sample is ready 

available, it is located in a refrigerator (buffer K) at the division. 

 

As for recipe IV (isolation-only) and V (execution), they are not depicted in Figure 6. They 

are not important in determining the cycle time of investigations, but they share the capacity of 

operators and machines – and as a result increase the cycle time of investigations. Recipe V uses 

only the facilities of the robot street and sequencing facility (see Figure 6). The processes level for 

this recipe is discussed in Appendix D. 

 

Next we describe the connection with the processes level. In Figure 4, we presented the 

processes. This section links these processes level to the operators and machines level. This is 

done in Figure 6 by the different arrow colors. The table below indicates the usage for each arrow 

color. 

 

Arrow  Route Explanation 

Black Standard Route This route is valid for any investigation. 

Purple Sample Route Route used by recipes I and II. 

Dark-Green Robot PCRSEQ Route Robot execution of PCR test. 

Light-Green Manual PCRSEQ Route Manual execution of PCR test. 

Brown Combined Route The combined routes may be used for any test class. 

Red MLPA/GS Route Used by the MLPA and/or GS tests. 

Orange Non-SEQ Route Used by ‘Other’ tests. 

Grey External Route Execution in another lab ( 1% of all cases). 

 

Table 2: An explanation of all different routes in Figure 6. 

 

Compared to the processes level, there are a few extra process steps on the operators and 

machines level. Firstly, incoming investigations are first checked before registration (Chk). 

Secondly, the used process or machine for isolation depends on the tissue sample type. Finally, 

the validation is done in two parts: first, a senior analyst of the theme group controls the outcome 

report. Second, a person higher in rank; the clinical molecular geneticist (CMG) checks whether 

everything is done correctly and authorizes the outcome report.  

4.2 System Characteristics 

In this section, we highlight some of the main characteristics of the system on the operators 

and machines level. Therewith, this section provides a clarification of the method how the 

processes are executed. We discuss:  

 

A. Different processing routes 

B. Batch forming by test class 
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C. Transportation between machines by operators 

D. Collection points 

E. Rework 

F. Specialist work 

 

A. Different processing routes 

Notably on the operators and machines level, PCR, SEQ, MLPA, GS and ‘other’ tests each 

follow their own processing route (test route). SEQ, MLPA and GS each require processing on a 

Sequencer at the sequencing facility. 

 

As for PCR tests, they can either be processed manually or on a line of robots (robot street, 

CGAL group). Manual processing is performed by a theme group. A theme group is a team of 

analysts responsible for a certain set of diseases. 

 

B. Batch forming by test class 
After the work preparation process (WP), tests of an investigation are placed in one of the 

buffers at the start of a processing route: PCR-Robot, PCR-Manual, MLPA, GS and ‘Other’ tests 

are respectively placed in the buffers in front of PreM, PreR, PMLPA, PSG and OA. These 

buffers may be seen as buckets of tests which have to follow a certain processing route. Based on 

the tests in these buckets, batches of the same test classes are created and processed. These 

batches are formed by work lists. A work list is executed on a plate, which is a processing unit 

which holds several tests. It is cost inefficient to process tests individually. Due to the batch 

forming by test class, tests belonging to different investigations may be placed on the same 

processing batch. On the other hand, tests belonging to the same investigation may be placed on 

different processing batches. 

 

C. Transportation between machines by operators 
The robot street and sequencing facility hold several machines to perform process steps, but 

they are not connected to each other. As a result, operators have to transport tests between the 

different machines. If no operators are available, the continuation of the production is on hold. 

 

D. Collection points 
The system has two different types of collection points. Firstly the execution of an 

investigation usually is finished only when all test routes are completed. This collection point is 

presented by ‘Col’ in Figure 6. When comparing the execution of an investigation with a product 

which is assembled by components, then the test routes are the different components. In other 

words, all the components have to be assembled before completing the investigation.  

 

Secondly, tests for an investigation are collected in the buffer before ‘control’: in the current 

setup, tests are not immediately controlled after they are performed: analysts wait with the 

control until all tests of an investigation with the same test route are completed. The reason to 

wait with controlling individual tests is to be better aware of the current status of the 

investigation (and because the IT software is optimized for this situation). 

 

E. Rework 

As discussed, tests might have to be redone. Also the processes ‘Control results’ and 

‘Authorize’ may result in a finished test being declared unreliable and thus rescheduled (but the 

probability that a test has to be redone after the outcome report of the investigation is created is 

very small). 
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When rescheduling failed tests, it is possible to switch between performing a PCR test 

manually or on the robot street. The failure probability of tests is strongly test specific: some 

primer sets (an ingredient to perform a certain test) are performing less well than others. The 

average failure probabilities by test class are shown in Table 3. The failure probability of a 

specific test depends on many factors. 

 

Test class % 

SEQ 7.3 

GS 16 

MLPA 25 

 

Table 3: The percentage of failed SEQ, GS and MLPA tests2. 

 

F. Specialist Work 
The execution of tests is routine work. This in contrast to the outcome creation and 

validation: for some investigations, the results are difficult to interpret. Furthermore, if a 

mutation is discovered, a second task in creating the outcome is to research whether the mutation 

indeed resulted in a disease. Regularly, knowledge of a specialist skilled in a certain disease is 

required to interpret the test results. 

 

In the next chapter, we analyze data about the cycle time of investigations with the current 

production system and work procedures. This performance may be compared with the minimal 

achievable cycle time. 

  

                                           
2 Based on data of diagnostic investigations of UMC St. Radboud Genetics of 2011 and 2012. In this 
thesis, a test is said to be failed whenever it is rescheduled. There is a small probability that a 
reschedule is required to confirm a mutation, but this probability is neglected in the shown results. 
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5 Data analysis 

In this section, we present the results of analysis performed on the SQL databases of the 

Genome Diagnostics division. The results are complemented with information from several 

employees of the division. The aim is to understand the origin of the cycle time at the Genome 

Diagnostics division. 

 

The chapter is structured as follows. First, Section 5.1 describes the origin of the used data, 

and links the timestamps obtained from the databases to the operators and machines level. Next, 

Section 5.2 states the cycle time factor of the current system, by comparing the minimal 

achievable cycle time with the current mean cycle time. Section 5.3 decomposes the current cycle 

time into six different components. This decomposition shows the contribution of each component 

to the cycle time. Section 5.4 studies the effect of some investigation’s characteristics on the cycle 

time. Next, Section 5.5 shows a decomposition of the execution phase of an investigation and 

Section 5.6 presents one of the root causes of delay in the cycle time of investigation: some of the 

tests have a high failure probability (defective tests). Next Section 5.7 provides some additional 

results. Finally Section 5.8 describes the causes of high cycle times. Therewith, this Section uses 

the data analysis results. 

5.1 Origin of used data 

We obtained data using the SQL databases Helix, Storage and SQL Lims. Helix contains all 

information about investigations, including the DNA samples and the tests linked to an 

investigation. Furthermore, we derived information about the work lists created in the past from 

this database. Secondly, Storage is the database for the machines in the robot street excluding the 

sequencing facility. The database contains many timestamps and information about the plates 

and the tests within the plates. Finally, SQL Lims is the database used in the sequencing facility. 

This database contains information about the timestamps of tests, plus information about the 

work list of the test. Figure 7 links the timestamps we obtained to the operators and machines 

level.  

 

In our data analysis of the cycle time of investigations, we only take into account 

investigations satisfying the following constraints:  

 The outcome result is either positive or negative. That is, investigations which could 

not be solved properly are excluded. 

 The cycle time is less than 100 days: if the cycle time is larger than 100 days, likely 

something went wrong with the administration, or there were particular reasons for 

delay. 

 The type of the investigation is diagnostic3 (in contrast to research investigations). 

 The investigation is not externally executed. 

                                           
3 Using the terminology of UMC St. Radboud, we only considered investigations which are diagnostic 
and additionally have code P, PR or LTG. When we used the term investigation, then we mean a 
diagnostic investigation. 
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Figure 7: The timestamps collected from the SQL databases Helix, Storage and SQL Lims. 

5.2 Currently realized cycle time and cycle time factor 

The most important measure of the data analysis is the current cycle time distribution of 

investigations. The number of diagnostic investigations executed each year is approximately 

14.000. For each month of 2012 (based on investigations finished in this month), we determined 
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the mean cycle time (    ) and the 95% quantile of the cycle time, which is written as   
         , 

in which    is the cumulative distribution function of the cycle times. Furthermore we take into 

account the constraints defined in Section 5.1. When applying these constraints, the analysis is 

based on 10.000 investigations which were authorized in 2012. The results are displayed in Figure 

8. The mean cycle time declined in this period from 33 days to 25 days (including weekends) on 

average. Meanwhile, the 95% quantile decreased from approximately 70 to 50. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: The mean and 95% quantile of the cycle time of investigations (recipe I, II and III) in 

2012, on a monthly basis. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: The spread in cycle times between different investigations which were authorized 

between June and November 2012. 

 

Besides a decrease in cycle time of investigations, we also observed a decrease in the 

percentage of investigations overdue (not finished at due date): based on the investigations 

authorized in the first half of 2012, 21% was overdue. This value reduced to 11% in the second 

half of 2012. The spread in cycle times among investigations is more clearly visualized by a 
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histogram in Figure 9. Since no distinction is made between different characteristics of 

investigations in this histogram, there is a large spread in cycle times. Some investigations 

experience (long) delays which cause a high cycle time. 

 

Currently, the mean cycle time is approximately equal to 25 days. This is significantly more 

than the calculated minimal achievable cycle time of approximately 1.5 days, as calculated in 

Section 3.3. Since 25 days include approximately 18 workdays, the current cycle time factor is 

approximately:  

          
  

   
     

 

This factor is high: it indicates that products are in the system 12 times longer than 

minimally achievable. We expect there is significant room for improvement to reduce this factor. 

To obtain more insight into the origin of the cycle times, in the next section we present a 

decomposition of the cycle times. 

5.3 Decomposition of the cycle time 

This section shows a decomposition of the cycle time in components to display the origin of 

the total cycle time. 

 

 
Figure 10: Decomposition of the cycle time based on timestamps of the Helix database. 

 

In Figure 10, the values in the bottom of this figure represent the timestamps observed from 

the Helix database, and the top values represent the names used for the cycle times between this 

timestamps. Using these definitions for the cycle time between timestamps; the cycle time can be 

split in the components as shown in Figure 11. This Figure presents in green the mean cycle time 

of the components and in red their 95% quantiles. The required processing time of ‘Registration’ 

is a guess based on interviews, since we were unable to retrieve the arrival date of investigations. 

 

Based upon interviews we are able to interpret these results. As for the components 

‘approval’, ‘medical validation’ and ‘authorization’, these are processes which have to be 

performed by specific experts in some instances. This causes delay: the specific expert may work 

part-time or may be on a short holiday. In case no specific expert is required to perform one of 

these tasks, then the cycle time usually is only one workday. Interviews with several employees 

confirmed that work overload is not a problem: it is merely based on the availability of a certain 

expert. The coefficients of variation (CV) of the components of the cycle time are shown in Table 

4. The coefficient of variation is a normalized measure of dispersion: it is the ratio between the 

standard deviation ( ) and the mean ( );       . A larger value of CV indicates a higher 

relative dispersion. As for the execution phase, the high variance is caused by a different 

phenomenon. In Section 5.5 we describe the influence of rework on the cycle time of the execution 

phase. In the next section we provide a more detailed study on the parameters influencing the 

cycle time. 
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Figure 11: Decomposition of the cycle time of investigations authorized between June and 

November 2012. 

 

Component CV 

Approval 1.67 

Execution 0.73 

Medical Val 1.39 

Authorization 2.14 

Sent Letter 2.63 

Overall 0.56 

 

Table 4: The coefficients of variation (CV) of the different components of the cycle times of 

investigations. 

5.4 Parameters influencing the cycle time 

In this section, the effects of certain investigation characteristics on the cycle time are 

presented. The next items are discussed:  

A. Effect of recipe 

B. Effect of urgency 

C. Effect of executed protocol class 

 

A. Effect of recipe on cycle time 
It is difficult to retrieve data on the effect of the recipe on the cycle time; since it is not 

always clear from the data to which recipe an investigation belongs. Only the time spent at the 

processes of isolation and normalization should differ among these three recipes, and these are 

processes which are usually finished within 2 days. Note in Figure 6 that simultaneously to 

isolation and normalization, the investigation is being registered. Our data analysis provided no 

suggestion that it is necessary to distinguish between recipe I, II and III when determining the 

cycle times. 
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B. Effect of urgency 
As expected, the average cycle time of urgent investigations is lower than non-urgent 

investigations (see Figure 12). Approximately 96% of all investigations of 2012 were non-urgent. 

The number of observations is printed at the left axis in this figure. The time intervals which are 

meant by the pre and post trajectory are shown in Figure 10. The result is interesting, since it 

shows that if necessarily, much lower cycle times are achievable. 

 

 
 

Figure 12: The mean cycle times of urgent and non-urgent investigations in 2012.  

 

C. Effect of executed protocol class 
In Section 3.1, we introduced test routes: MLPA, PCRSEQ, GS and Other. Investigations 

may be grouped by the different types of test routes required in the execution phase. For 

example, if an investigation contains 1 MLPA test and 40 PCRSEQ test combinations, we group 

this by PCRSEQMLPA. We call this grouping the executed protocol class. Table 5 displays the 

occurrences of different executed protocol classes, including the average cycle time in the 

execution part. Clearly, the execution time is higher whenever an MLPA test route is required. 

Investigations with only GS tests hold the shortest execution time. The coefficient of variance 

(CV) for each executed protocol class indicates there is quite some variation in cycle time in the 

execution phase among investigations. 

 

Executed Protocol Class Percentage                              

PCRSEQ 61% 14.4 0.73 

PCRSEQMLPA 18% 18.1 0.59 

GS 5% 13.0 0.75 

GSOther 4% 13.2 0.71 

PCRSEQOther 3% 14.4 0.78 

MLPA 2% 17.8 0.74 

Overall 100% 14.8 0.73 

 

Table 5: The average cycle times and coefficient of variations in the execution phase for the most 

prevalent executed protocol classes, based on investigations authorized between June and November 

2012. 

5.5 Decomposition of execution phase 

In this section we present a decomposition of the cycle time in the execution phase. Notably, 

there is a strong correlation between the amount of required rework and the time spent in the 

execution phase. To show this, first loops are defined. 

 

Usually, all tests of the same test route of an investigation are executed simultaneously or 

shortly after each other. If one or more tests fail, these are rescheduled simultaneously. Therefore 
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we can speak of loops of an investigation: if all tests of an investigation are successful at the first 

attempt, the number of loops is 1. If one or more tests fail once, or in the event that confirmation 

for a mutation is required, the total number of loops is 2. More test specific, we can use SEQ 

loops, PCR loops (either manually executed or by robot), MLPA loops, GS loops and ‘other’ 

loops. 

 

In the remainder of this section is structured as follows: first a decomposition of the execution 

phase of investigations with the executed protocol class PCRSEQ is given, and secondly, such 

decomposition is given for investigations of the PCRSEQMLPA class. These two classes are the 

most prevalent, and thus the most interesting. 

5.5.1 Decomposition for executed protocol class PCRSEQ 

Combining information of Helix, SQL Lims and Storage databases we are able to depict what 

happens in the execution phase. To execute the experiments of an investigation with an executed 

protocol class PCRSEQ, first the work lists of PCR tests must be scheduled, this is a task done 

by one of the analysts of the theme group which is responsible for the investigation. Secondly, the 

PCR test is performed (either manual or on the robot street). Next the SEQ test is placed on a 

work list and finally the SEQ test is executed, after which the results are controlled and, if 

everything is correct, the outcome report is created. If not, some tests are rescheduled. This is 

shown by Figure 13. Note this Figure depicts two loops: if a SEQ test fails, it is rescheduled 

(starting at PCR). If PCR tests fail, they are rescheduled as new PCR tests as well. Only if all 

tests are finished, the outcome report of an investigation can be created. 

 

 
 

Figure 13: The route followed by investigations with a PCRSEQ executed protocol class.  

 

 

Figure 14 depicts a decomposition of the execution phase of the PCRSEQ class, based on 

Figure 13, this decomposition is based on the number of PCR and SEQ loops. We were able to 

break down the cycle times in the execution phase based on the following conditions:   

 The number of SEQ loops of the investigation. This decomposition shows a correlation 

between the number of SEQ loops and the cycle time. The majority of the causes of 

more than a single SEQ loop are based on failed tests which have to be redone 

(rework). 

 A breakdown of the execution phase given the number of PCR and number of SEQ 

loops is equal to 1. Only in this case it is possible in the data analysis to distinguish 

between the PCR test execution by robot and manually. This allows obtaining the 

difference in required time for executing the PCR tests manually or on robot. It may 

be concluded that manual execution of the PCR tests results in a lower cycle time, 

but there is not enough capacity to perform all tests manually. This is confirmed by 

the analysts: if they want quick results, they execute the PCR tests manually. Note 

that the mean cycle time of investigations in these two conditions is lower than the 
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condition of 1 SEQ loop, because in that situation, it is possible to have 2 PCR loops 

(this increases the cycle time). 

The left axis of Figure 14 shows the occurrences of the different situations: it may be derived 

that the average number of SEQ loops is 1.56. Furthermore, as visible in Figure 14, PCR and 

‘control and (re)scheduling’-activities require approximately 6-7 days for each loop. Next the time 

spent executing the SEQ test (time inside the sequencing facility, that is, between the creation of 

the SEQ test and the completion of the test result) is 2 days on average. After the SEQ test 

execution, the tests have to be controlled by one of the theme groups. The time between the 

completion of the last SEQ work list and the creation of the outcome report is also depicted in 

Figure 14(green). 

 

 
 

Figure 14: Decomposition of the cycle time of the execution phase, based on investigations 

performed between June and November 2012. 

 

Possibly strange, for investigations which required 4 SEQ loops, the time required for the first 

arrival in the theme groups and the execution of the PCR test is significantly larger than for the 

case of 1 SEQ loop. Likely, this is caused by a higher probability of PCR test failures or 

additional complications: ‘4 SEQ loops’ is supposed to be an exceptional high number. 

5.5.2 Decomposition for executed protocol class PCRSEQMLPA 

This section presents a similar decomposition for investigations with the executed protocol 

class PCRSEQMLPA (second most frequent). Additionally to PCRSEQ test routes, investigations 

with this class also require one or more MLPA tests. MLPA tests are batched by indicator and 

executed only once a week. In some instances, this causes a delay in the execution phase. A 

simplified display of the execution phase for this executed protocol class is displayed in Figure 15. 

The aim of this subsection is to show which factors are increasing the cycle time in the execution 

phase for the PCRSEQMLPA class. 
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Figure 15: The route of investigations of the PCRSEQMLPA executed protocol class in the 

execution phase. 

 

The decomposition is displayed in Figure 16. We decomposed based on a given number of 

SEQ loops or a given number of MLPA loops. The left axis presents the number of occurrences in 

the given the condition. Observe that due to batching and work preparations on average 8 days 

are spent before the MLPA test is delivered to the sequencing facility (process CP in Figure 6). 

Furthermore, given the number of MLPA loops or the number of PCRSEQ loops is equal to 1, 

the time between the last work list of this type and the start of the outcome creation is a large 

interval. This is explained by the waiting time for the other class of test routes to be finished: the 

outcome report may only be created if all PCRSEQ and all MLPA test routes are finished. 

 

Figure 16 confirms that in the current setup the MLPA test routes as well as the PCRSEQ 

test routes may form the delaying factor: if the average cycle time depicted in green in this Figure 

is high, then this is caused by a waiting time to complete the other class of test routes. 

 

 
 

Figure 16: Decomposition of the execution phase for investigations with the executed protocol class 

PCRSEQMLPA which were executed between June and November 2012. 
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5.6 Root cause of loops: failure probabilities of tests 

So far we grouped by executed protocol class. Besides, we also checked for the failure 

probabilities of individual tests, and therewith we are able to show that the failure probability is 

test type (primer set) specific: some primer sets perform better than others. 

 

This check is performed as follows: if a test of an investigation is performed correctly, it 

appears only once on a work list. An exception is a test in which a mutation has to be confirmed, 

but this probability is low (approximately 1%). Now, if a test for an investigation is performed 

twice at different times, then likely the test failed the first time and has been rescheduled. 

Likewise if a test of an investigation is scheduled on three different times, likely it failed twice. 

 

Performing this analysis on data of the Helix database allows obtaining a list of the fail 

probabilities for each test performed at UMC St. Radboud Genome Diagnostics. Figure 17 

presents an extraction of these results, in the form of estimates on the failure probability of some 

successful tests and some defective tests. If a test is successful, the percentage rescheduled is low 

(   ). In case the probability of rescheduling a specific test is higher than    , this forms a 

clear indication of a defective primer. As a result of reschedules, the mean number of loops 

increases. For some instances, the probability of rescheduling a test (mainly due to failure) is as 

high as    . The column ‘required’ display the number of times this specific test type (primer) 

has been used in 2012. On average, the failure probability of tests is 8%. Note that this failure 

probability includes failures not related to the primer quality: SEQ tests may also fail and be 

rescheduled if a machine or analysts made an error in processing. But in case of a high failure 

probability, clearly this is caused by a defective primer set. Defective primer sets is one of the 

factors which results in an increase in the number of SEQ loops (see for example Figure 14), and 

thus in the cycle time spent in the execution phase. 

 

 
 

Figure 17: An extraction of successful and defective tests, based on tests executed in 2012. 

 

The approach shown here assumes the probability of failure of SEQ tests is equal among the 

SEQ tests whose PCR test is processed on robot and those whose PCR test is processed 

Successful tests Defective tests
Test Required Reschedule Mean # Loops Test Required Reschedule Mean # Loops

SEQ_PTPN11_13 R 455 4% 1,04 SEQ_CHD7_01 F 211 33% 1,50

SEQ_KRAS_04 F 361 2% 1,02 SEQ_CHD7_01 R 211 33% 1,50

SEQ_KRAS_04 R 361 2% 1,02 SEQ_PMS2_11b R 149 37% 1,60

SEQ_KRAS_02 F 364 2% 1,02 SEQ_PMS2_11b F 153 37% 1,58

SEQ_KRAS_02 R 364 2% 1,02 SEQ_RYR1_91_01 F 148 37% 1,59

SEQ_PTPN11_09 F 438 3% 1,03 SEQ_RYR1_91_01 R 148 37% 1,59

SEQ_PTPN11_09 R 438 3% 1,03 SEQ_KCNQ4_01 F 76 55% 2,24

SEQ_RAF1_12 R 356 2% 1,02 SEQ_KCNQ4_01 R 76 55% 2,24

SEQ_RAF1_17a F 356 2% 1,02 SEQ_PMS2CL_11b F 80 52% 2,06

SEQ_PTPN11_13 F 455 3% 1,04 SEQ_PMS2CL_11b R 80 51% 2,05

SEQ_PTPN11_02 F 433 3% 1,03 SEQ_CHD7_02_01 F 210 28% 1,40

SEQ_PTPN11_02 R 433 3% 1,03 SEQ_CHD7_02_01 R 210 28% 1,40

SEQ_RAF1_06 F 350 2% 1,02 SEQ_PMS2_12 F 115 38% 1,62

SEQ_RAF1_08-09 R 350 2% 1,02 SEQ_PMS2_12 R 115 38% 1,62

SEQ_RAF1_10 R 350 2% 1,02 SEQ_ARX_02a R 73 51% 2,03

SEQ_RAF1_13 R 357 2% 1,02 SEQ_USH2A_02_02 F 73 50% 2,00

SEQ_PTEN_01 F 444 3% 1,03 SEQ_ARX_02a F 73 50% 1,99
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manually. This is not true in practice: if a PCR test is processed manually, the conditions can be 

optimized which increases the probability of success of the resulting SEQ test4. 

 

Therefore, tests with a 50% reschedule probability, may indicate that very likely tests usually 

fail when processed on the robot, but next the SEQ test succeeds if the corresponding PCR test is 

processed manually. A conventional approach utilized by the Genome Diagnostics division is to 

first schedule PCR tests on the robot, and if the tests fail, next to perform the PCR tests 

manually, to increase the success probability of the corresponding SEQ tests. 

5.7 Other data analysis results 

So far, we discussed the most important results of the data analysis. In this section, we 

provide some additional results. Specifically, we will show results on the following topics:  

A. The effect of the number of tests in an investigation on the cycle time. 

B. The effect on the cycle time of screening vs. scanning investigations and a positive vs. 

a negative outcome. 

 

A. Effect of number of tests 
The correlation between the number of tests and the cycle time of the execution phase (this is 

the part of the investigation mainly influenced by the number of tests in the investigation) is low, 

as presented by Figure 18. This Figure is constrained to the number PCRSEQ test routes in 

investigations of the executed protocol class PCRSEQ (this is 61% of all investigations), but 

similar results will be obtained for other executed protocol classes. 

 

 
 

Figure 18: Histogram of the cycle time in the execution phase for investigations with the executed 

protocol class PCRSEQ which were executed between June and November 2012. 

 

This result shows that high cycle time in the execution phase of investigations is barely 

caused by the number of tests. Two other possible causes remain:  

 

1. Specific tests (with a defective primer) result in a higher cycle time: this result 

implies that defective primer sets are not distributed equally among the different 

indicator types of investigations. Combining Figure 18 with Figure 14 and 

Figure 17 provides some grounds to believe this cause is true: if an investigation 

                                           
4 Unfortunately, it is difficult to link a PCR test to its resulting SEQ tests. Therefore we could not 
determine the failure probability of SEQ tests given the PCR test was executed on the manual PCR 
route. 
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has a defective test, then it fails more often and as a result the number of SEQ 

loops increase, and thus the cycle time in the execution phase. It is possible to 

perform an analysis to strengthen these beliefs5. 

2. The DNA fraction’s quality is insufficient: this results in a higher failure 

probability of all tests executed when using this fraction (thus more loops). We 

did not check for this hypothesis, but based on interviews, this hypothesis likely 

holds. 

 

Next we focus on the effect of screening and scanning as well as the investigation outcome on 

the cycle time. 

 

B. The effect of screening vs. scanning and the investigation outcome 
Reviewing the investigation as introduced so far, the goal of an investigation is to detect the 

appearance of a hypothesized hereditary disease. This is done by executing a set of test routes 

and analyzing these. The outcome of an investigation is either positive or negative, which 

respectively indicates a hereditary disease is present or not present. The characteristic of 

investigations ignored so far is the execution method. The execution method is either scanning or 

screening. 

 

In scanning, it is unknown at which location of the gene (a hypothesized hereditary disease is 

linked to a specific gene) a mutation is possibly present. As a result, in scanning most of the time 

the entire gene has to be sequenced. 

 

Contrary to scanning, in screening the location of the possible mutation is known. In many 

cases this is due to the fact that this mutation is present in the patient’s community or within the 

DNA of family members of the patient. As a result, fewer experiments have to be executed to 

verify the mutation. In many cases only one PCRSEQ test route has to be executed. 

 

Figure 19 displays the average and the 95% quantile of the cycle time in the execution (phase) 

and the post trajectory of an investigation, conditioned on the execution method and the outcome 

result. The numbers in the left axis of this figure represents the number of observations satisfying 

the conditions. Notably in this result, the cycle time for screening investigations during the 

execution phase is less than for scanning investigations. 

 

Since fewer experiments have to be done for screening, and because the probability of 

discovering a mutation is much higher (in screening the probability of finding a mutation is 

approximately 50%, compared to 10% in scanning), all experiments on the patient’s DNA fraction 

are executed in twofold: as a result, in case a mutation is discovered, this is already confirmed 

and the analysts do not have to wait for a new test to confirm the mutation. As a result the 

difference of cycle time in the execution (phase) between positive and negative screening 

investigations is much smaller than the difference between positive and negative scanning 

investigations. Furthermore, on average the cycle time in the execution phase is lower for 

screening investigations, which is likely caused by one of the following:  

 A screening investigation has an earlier due date (4 weeks allowed instead of 7 weeks). 

 A screening investigation generally consists of less tests. 

 

                                           
5 To strengthen these beliefs, for example, perform the following analysis: couple each investigation’s 
cycle time at the execution phase with the failure probability of its most defective test and create a 
scatter plot. Our hypothesis is that a correlation will be found between the most defective test and the 
cycle time of the investigation in the execution phase. 
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As for the post trajectory, notable results (which are supported by interviews with analysts) 

are that this requires more time for screening investigations (either positive or negative) and for 

scanning investigations with a positive outcome. 

 

 
 

Figure 19: The mean cycle times and     quantile based on the method (screening or scanning) 

and the outcome of the investigation (positive or negative). Data of investigations finished between 

June and November 2012 are used. 

5.8 Reasons for high cycle time 

To finish this chapter, this section discusses what causes the high cycle time factor and the 

10% investigations which were overdue. In order of importance, we diagnose the following system 

characteristics to cause a higher cycle time than the minimal achievable cycle time:  

 

A. Limited capacity and availability of specific knowledge 

B. High failure probability of some tests 

C. Wait at result collection 

D. Batching of tests 

E. Transportation of intermediate products 

F. IT failures 

 

A. Limited capacity of specific knowledge 
As discussed in Section 4.2, some processes require specific knowledge for some investigations. 

This is especially the case for processes in the post trajectory (after execution of the test routes). 

 

In case the results are difficult to interpret for an analyst, which is regularly the case if a 

mutation has been found, then he or she asks a specific CMG (Clinical Molecular Geneticist) to 

check the result. This consumes time; especially when the CMG is away or busy for a few days. 

CMG’s are usually busy since they form the staff of the division. 

 

Furthermore, some investigations are linked to a specific analyst. That means that the specific 

analyst controls the results and creates the outcome. Some analysts work part time, which 

increases the cycle time of these investigations. Figure 11 of the cycle time confirm these 

increased cycle times by a relatively high 95% quantile. 
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B. High failure probability of some tests 
Section 5.5 described the failure probabilities per test. Some tests have a high failure 

probability (    ). This is caused by a bad primer set quality or the standardized approach of 

the robot street (not every primer set performs well in the standardized approach). When 

discussing these tests, the analysts of UMC St. Radboud use the term ‘notorious tests’. The 

advantage of the list we obtained is that it shows which tests are defective. 

 

In interviews, it was proposed that the best solution to deal with these notorious tests is to 

replace their primer sets with new, better performing primer sets. An alternative for better 

performance is to perform the PCR test of the defective SEQ tests manually. A second alternative 

is to double-schedule defective tests. 

 

Dealing with tests with a high failure probability is especially beneficial for reducing the 

percentage of investigations overdue: it may in some instances reduce the number of SEQ loops of 

an investigation from 4 to 2. This saves approximately 12 processing days for those investigations, 

as shown in Figure 14. 

 

C. Wait at result collection 
The current system setup has two distinct collection points: Firstly, before rescheduling, one 

waits until all tests of an investigation of the same type (test route) are finished. This rule is 

based on convenience: it allows for easier tracking of the location of the investigation’s tests. 

Furthermore, the IT system is optimized for this approach. On the other hand, it is obvious that 

time is lost here: when tests have failed, this is only discovered as soon as the test is controlled. 

As a result, the analysts have to wait longer until the rescheduled test is finished. Thus it would 

be interesting to check for the benefits to the cycle time in case tests are controlled right after 

they are finished. This is a possible scenario; all it requires is a change in the IT software. 

 

D. Batching of tests 
Batching always increases the cycle time compared to the minimal achievable cycle time, due 

to wait to batch time (the time to wait until a batch is completed), but is required due to 

capacity constraints. Batching is effectively managed by the UMC St. Radboud Genome 

Diagnostics by the usage of plates, in which tests are placed into different tubes on the plate. 

Batching results in a wait to batch time, but in the current system setup, the average processing 

time per batch decreases with an increased batch size. Therefore it is interesting, to discover the 

effect of the number of tests on a plate on the cycle time. 

 

Furthermore, we noticed that currently MLPA tests are batched and executed once a week on 

average. This as well results in an increase of the cycle time for part of the products (those with 

at least an MLPA test), as can be concluded by Figure 16. 

 

E. Transportation of intermediate products 
An operator is required to move the processing units from one location to another in most of 

the processes. Therefore, a transportation time (thus a delay) is inflicted. Limiting the 

transportation times reduces the cycle time of investigations. In the current system for some 

processes we notice a large gap between the processing at two different processes due to a delay in 

transportation. 
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F. IT system failures 
In interviews we heard the IT systems contain some problems. Sometimes investigations or 

test results are lost somewhere in the system. This results in a higher cycle time and a higher 

percentage overdue. One of the most notable problems is the following: Tests are sometimes not 

correctly uploaded into Flow (a software tool utilized to manage the tests inside the system). As a 

result, tests are lost in the system, processing time is on hold and the cycle time increases. Based 

on estimates, this happens to approximately     of all investigations. 
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6 Simulation model of execution phase 

The previous chapter showed which parts of the production system hold room for 

improvement. In the remainder of this thesis, the focus is on a specific part of the recipe: the 

execution phase. We focus on this part of the system, because on one hand it has room for 

improvements and on the other hand it is the most interesting part for an in-depth analysis using 

operations research techniques. 

 

This thesis presents a start for a model for the execution part of the system: the model 

analyzed focusses on the PCRSEQ test route with the PCR test processed on robots. This 

includes     of all tests executed by the Genetics division, which is calculated as follows: as 

described in Table 1, 95% of all tests are of the PCRSEQ test route. The robot PCR route is used 

by 73% of these 95%, thus                    percent of all tests follow the PCRSEQ with 

robot PCR route.   

 

In this first model, we analyze the current setup of the robot street: no changes will be 

proposed in the system setup. The ultimate goal of the model is to determine statistics like the 

average cycle time of investigations, the coefficient of variation of the cycle time of investigations 

in the execution phase, and the 90% and 95% quantiles. Other statistics of interest are the 

machine utilizations, expected number of PCR and SEQ loops and the average waiting time 

before processing at the several machines. 

 

This model will be analyzed using two different approaches: a simulation model approach and 

a queuing model approach. The simulation model is able to analyze more difficult system settings, 

and therefore, this model will be used to analyze what-if scenarios. A what-if scenario is a 

scenario which is based on the current system setup, but one of the model parameters is altered. 

Next the effect of this alternation is investigated. Based upon the what-if scenarios, 

recommendations for reducing the cycle time of investigations will be given. We are going to 

study the difference in model output statistics for the following what-if scenarios:  

 The effect of longer processing times, and processing time distributions with low or 

high variance on the cycle time of investigations. 

 The effect of the plate size (equivalent to the number of tests per plate) on the cycle 

time of investigations. 

 The effect of the failure probability of tests (PCR as well as SEQ tests) on the cycle 

time of investigations. 

 

Secondly, we developed a queuing model for the same part of the system. The queuing model 

provides better insight into the origin of the cycle time of investigations, as well as the influence 

of certain parameters. Furthermore, a queuing model provides results faster. 

 

The remainder of this thesis is as follows: first in this chapter, a simulation model is described 

for the PCRSEQ test route with the PCR test processed on the robot route. Next, Chapter 7 

describes numerical results based on the simulation model. Furthermore the model is validated in 

this chapter. Next, Chapter 8 analyzes the what-if scenarios using the simulation model, and 

finally Chapter 9 describes an alternative approach to solve the model; by constructing and 

analyzing a queuing model based on this model. 

 

In this chapter, Section 6.1 presents the model and states the list of used assumptions. Next 

Section 6.2 specifies the input used in the scenarios which will be analyzed, and states two basic 

scenarios which will be used in the further analysis. 
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6.1 Model setup and assumptions 

Our aim is to construct a model for the PCRSEQ test routes which uses the robot PCR route. 

Important aspects of this model are that it provides reliable results and is easily extendable in 

further researches. As a reference, a list of all notations used may be found in Appendix E. 

 

Model presentation 
The model, presented in Figure 20, includes all processes (operators and machines), buffers 

(may be seen as queues), batch forming processes and decision points of this test route. This 

figure also shows the number of available machines at each workstation. Furthermore, at the arcs 

of this Figure, the transport batches are denoted. Also rework is included. This model has all 

characteristics to perform the what-if scenarios named in the beginning of Chapter 6. To see the 

link between this model and the machines and operators level as discussed in Chapter 4, see 

Appendix B. 

 

As shown by Figure 20, the system can be decomposed into 6 workstations and a generator of 

arrivals. The names of the workstations are abbreviated to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. This numbers 

respectively present the Pre Robot workstation, the PCR machines, the Replicators, the Post 

Robots, the Sequencers and the control of results. All workstations are assumed to operate 

according to a first come first serve (FCFS) protocol. Not investigations, but the tests of 

investigations are the primary units moving through the system. When tests are successful and 

not rescheduled, the processing route of tests through the workstations is 

1→2→3→4→2→3→5→6 (Pre Robot → PCR machine → Replicator → Post Robot → PCR 

machine → Replicator → Sequencer → Control result). Tests may be rescheduled after processing 

at workstation 4 (Post Robot), in case they fail at the post quantification process. We call this a 

PCR test failure. Alternatively a test may be rescheduled after processing at workstation 6. In 

this case either a failed SEQ test is rescheduled or a mutation has to be verified. We call this a 

SEQ test failure (even if the reschedule is due to a verification of a mutation). Rescheduled tests 

re-enter the system at workstation 1. 

 

Recall that tests are called PCR tests until after processing at workstation 4 (Post Robot): 

after this the test is called a SEQ test. PCR tests are scheduled according to a work list, and this 

work list is linked to a plate, which is the processing unit of workstation 2, 3, 4 and 5. Thus PCR 

tests are batched into plates before further processing (this happens at workstation 1). After 

workstation 4, PCR tests are used to create SEQ tests. 1 PCR test results in 2 SEQ tests, which 

are placed in new plates of the same size. These 2 tests, corresponding to 1 PCR test are always 

placed on the same plate (in the model settings). At workstation 6 (control) the results of the 2 

SEQ tests are combined and evaluated together. A plate containing PCR tests is called a PCR 

plate and a plate containing SEQ tests is called a SEQ plate. 

 

We assume for this model that each processed plate holds an equal, adjustable number of 

tests:  . Thus each PCR and SEQ plate contains exactly   tests, but the SEQ tests of a SEQ 

plate correspond to 
 

 
 PCR tests. The typical value for   is 96, since the plates currently used can 

hold exactly 96 tests. Workstation 1 and 5 use a single plate as processing unit. Furthermore, at 

workstation 3 (Replicators) and workstation 4 (Post Robot) batches of plates are processed. Also 

these batch sizes are adjustable (     , in which   and   are workstation indices). A batch 

produced at workstation 3 must either contain only PCR plates or only SEQ plates. We assume 

for the model that as soon as values are chosen for    and   , then each batch processed on these 

machines must consist of exactly this size. 
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Figure 20: The simulation model of the PCRSEQ route, given the PCR test is executed by robot. 
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Furthermore, for each workstation we can specify the number of machines (operators) and the 

distribution of the processing time (note: the processing time in workstation 2 is different for PCR 

and SEQ plates). 

 

Next, we discuss the processing methods in workstation 1 and 6. Firstly, at workstation 1, 

each Pre Robot (PP) has its own buffer. Tests of a certain investigation must be processed on a 

certain Pre Robot. Therefore, the buffer to which tests are sent is fixed by the investigation. The 

Genome Diagnostics division divides the investigations over these buffers such that the spread is 

approximately equal. Therefore we propose to use a round-robin scheduling approach which is 

based on the investigation number: the tests of the first arriving investigation are placed in buffer 

1, the second one in buffer 2, the third one in buffer 3, the fourth one in buffer 1 (restart the 

loop) etcetera. This assumption is acceptable compared to reality. 

 

Secondly, in front of the control process (workstation 6, C), tests are first stored into the 

buffer (BC), because tests are only controlled as soon as all tests of an investigation that still 

have to be controlled are in this buffer. Then, all tests of the investigation are controlled at once 

(processing unit: investigations). If all tests succeeded here, then the execution phase of the 

investigation has finished and the investigation can move to the ‘create outcome’ phase. 

 

Model assumptions 
Next, the model assumptions which we used are stated.  

 

(I) The model has not implemented the different operating hours of machines: instead the 

model assumes all machines are available at the same time. To best reflect reality, therefore we 

propose to use that a working day is equal to 8 hours (thus for example if the cycle time of an 

investigation in this model is 20 hours, this is equal to 2.5 working days), and to increase the 

processing speed of all machines which normally are processing 24 hours a day (approximately 

double speed, see Appendix C for the derivation of the recommended values to use). The 

machines operating 24 hours a day are the Pre Robots, Post Robot and the Sequencers. The 

machines and operators operating only during working hours are the Replicators, PCR machines 

and analysts (thus no transportation is possible in out of office hours). 

 

(II) No transportation times are inflicted. This indicates that no time is required to place an 

item from a buffer to a machine or from a machine to a buffer. This assumption is fine as long as 

an operator is always available to move items. Model extensions may include some rules for 

transportation, but it might be difficult to implement rules which correctly reflect reality. 

 

(III), (IV), (V) The following three assumptions allow a significant simplification of the 

modeling of test failures. Firstly, it is assumed that the quality of the DNA fraction used is 

reasonable for each investigation. Secondly, it is assumed test failures are independent of the plate 

on which they are batched. Thirdly, it is assumed no errors are made on a processing unit (which 

means the entire plate fails). These three assumptions indicate that test failures may only occur 

at the Post Robot (workstation 4) or at the control of the results (workstation 6). Furthermore it 

indicates that test failures are i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed) according to a 

Bernoulli distribution, in which the parameter depends on the failure probability of the primer set 

used. 

 

The first of these three assumptions is stated since the majority of DNA fractions are of 

reasonable quality, and furthermore because it is difficult to provide a statement on whether the 

DNA fraction of an investigation is defective (based on data analysis). Normally, if a DNA 
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fraction is defective, then tests have a higher probability of failure. The second of these 

assumptions is true, as long as no errors occurred in the processing. Lastly, we estimate errors 

occur to less than 3% of all created plates. Therefore the third of these assumptions is acceptable 

as well. 

  

(VI) We assume that the ‘control’ process requires no specific operator. Instead, we assume 

there is a pool of   operators which control investigations, based on a FCFS (first come first 

serve) policy. This significantly reduces the difficulty of the modeling. In reality, the system 

operates differently, but there is a trend towards this operating model. Therefore, we state that 

this assumption is acceptable. 

 

(VII) Failed products are always rescheduled on robot. In reality this is not the case: most 

failed tests are rescheduled using the manual PCR route. Since this route is not implemented in 

the model yet, we have to assume though that failed tests are rescheduled using the robot PCR 

route. When a PCRSEQ route is executed using the manual PCR route the probability of a SEQ 

test failure is lower. In this model, a lower overall SEQ test failure probability for PCRSEQ test 

routes with a robot PCR route is used as a correction for the lack of a manual PCR route. 

 

(VIII) Capacity lost due to the execution recipe, manual created plates (manual PCR) and GS 

and MLPA test plates are neglected. The processes of this recipe are shown in Appendix D. 

Approximately 30% of the total plates processed at the Sequencer do not belong to the PCRSEQ 

test route with PCR tests performed on robots. To avoid having to create a more difficult model, 

we restore this capacity loss by altering the process time at the Sequencers (increase processing 

time). In a model improvement, it is recommended to correct for this capacity loss. 

 

(IX) For rescheduling a test, it does not matter for the model whether a mutation has to be 

confirmed, or whether the test failed. This is fine, since after rescheduling, there is no difference 

between these situations: for both cases, the test is re-executed. As a result, we can comprise both 

events by a single SEQ failure probability. 

 

(X) Lastly, we use that tests of screening investigations not necessarily have to be placed on 

the same plate. In reality, PCRSEQ tests of screening investigations (for a definition see Section 

5.7) must be placed on the same work list, but since the number of tests in a screening 

investigation is low, most of the time this happens automatically. If not, it barely matters for the 

cycle times. 

6.2 Setup of scenarios (input parameters) 

In this section, we describe the range of input parameters of scenarios and we formulate two 

basic scenarios which may be used by the queuing model or simulation model. Basic scenario I 

uses a simplified system setting and is used to better understand the model results. Basic scenario 

II is the scenario most resembling the production line in reality, and therefore is ideal for using in 

the what-if scenarios. The results derived in this scenario may be less intuitive though. 

 

The model (and thus each scenario) requires the following input parameters:  

1. Set of input data, containing possible arriving investigations. 

2. Distribution of interarrival times of investigations, as well as the arrival rate   (of 

investigations). 
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3. For each workstation: number of machines, processing batch size and mean processing 

time (respectively   ,    and   
  , in which   is an index for the workstations, 

  {           }. 

4. Distribution of processing time. We let this distributions be dependent on the  

coefficient of variation for all the processing times (     ). 

5. Size of plates ( ). 

6. Failure probabilities of all PCR and all SEQ tests. 

 

As for the set of input data we propose two different possibilities. One of them is to use a set 

of investigations which have been executed in the past. For each of these investigations, it is 

known which tests (used primer set is known) are executed in this investigation. As a second 

possibility, it is possible to assume a fixed number of tests per investigation. In this case the used 

primer set is unspecified. This makes the model more deterministic, but it only makes sense to do 

this if the failure probabilities of PCR and SEQ tests are fixed as well. 

 

For the failure probabilities of PCR and SEQ tests there are two options as well: the first 

option is to use the failure probability of each test (primer set) which was observed in data 

analyses. In this case, the failure probability of each distinct test type is different. Observed 

statistics on test failures are available for PCR as well as SEQ tests (the input failure 

probabilities will be similar as presented by Figure 17). As a second option, it is possible to ignore 

the fact that distinct tests have different failure probabilities: instead it is possible to assume a 

fixed failure probability for PCR and/or SEQ tests. All failures of tests occur according to a 

Bernoulli distribution. 

 

Finally, in scenarios we do not name the exact distribution of the processing times. Instead we 

mention the coefficient of variation of the distribution. This coefficient of variation is either 0, 0.5, 

1.0 or 1.5. For these cases, the following distributions for all processing times are used (dependent 

on the mean processing time (  
  ) of the process):  

          :            
    (deterministic processing times) 

          :           
     , in the form such that the mean equals   

  . 

          :       
    (exponential), in the form such that the mean equals   

  . 

          :                   with probability        it is    (  
  (  

√  

 
)) 

and with probability        it is    (  
  (  

√  

 
)). 

 

The origin of all the values shown in this Section (including the origin of the chosen 

processing time distributions) is described in Appendix C. Next, we present the basic scenarios. 

The parameters used in these scenarios are chosen such that they best reflect reality. In all these 

scenarios, the batch size of plates at workstation 2 and 5 are assumed to be 1. Furthermore, in all 

these scenarios, the time-related input parameters are specified in hours. 

 

Basic scenario I 
In this subsection we define basic scenario I. This basic scenario is a simplification of reality, 

and will be used in Chapter 7 to explain the model results in a simplified setting. The input 

parameters in basic scenario I are displayed in Table 6. In this table, the indices represent the 

workstations,   
   is the mean processing time,    the number of machines and    the batch size. 

      represent the CV for all processing times.    and    represent the failure probability of 

respectively the PCR and SEQ tests (both    in this scenario). The batch sizes for the 
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Replicator and the Post Robot do not reflect reality, but are chosen equal to 1, for simplification. 

Furthermore, this scenario has a fixed number of tests per investigation. 

 

. 

 

 

 

Table 6: The parameters of basic scenario I. 

 

Basic scenario II 
In this subsection we define basic scenario II. This basic scenario is chosen such that it 

matches best with the current situation, while taking into account the model assumptions. Table 

7 represents the parameter values of basic scenario II.  

 

 

 

Table 7: The parameters of basic scenario II. 

 

Compared to basic scenario I, basic scenario II has a few alternations: firstly we now assume 

batch processing at the Replicators and the Post Robot. All batches processed have equal size. 

Since the processing time has not changed, the system utilization for workstation 3 and 4 is 

reduced in this setting. Secondly, now the real failure probabilities of PCR and SEQ tests are 

used, as well as an input data set based on past investigations. 

  

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Arr. Rate        
          

Arr. Dist                
           

Input data set Fixed   tests per inv.       
          

Plate size ( )      
          

             
             

                 
            

                 
             

         

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Arr. Rate        
          

Arr. Dist                
           

Input data set                 
          

Plate size ( )      
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7 Numerical results for basic scenarios 

We created a simulation model of the PCRSEQ test route with the PCR test on robot in Chi. 

Chi is a simulation language developed by the Mechanical Engineering division of the Eindhoven 

University of Technology. The tool allows for object-based programming and is optimized for 

analyzing manufacturing systems. In fact the model presented in Figure 20 is directly 

implementable in Chi. 

 

This chapter is structured as follows: first the simulation model input and output is specified 

in Section 7.1. Secondly, results for basic scenario I are shown and discussed in Section 7.2 to get 

the reader better acquainted with the model results and the influence of parameters. Finally, 

results of basic scenario II (which better resembles the system characteristics in reality) are 

shown, discussed and compared with the real system in Section 7.3. 

7.1 Simulation input and output parameters 

This section describes the input and output which is used for all simulated scenarios (thus 

also for all what-if scenarios). Most of the input has already been described in Section 6.2: this 

section therefore only describes the additional input for the simulation model (simulation length). 

 

Simulation length and burn-in 
In our simulations, we based the output data of each simulation on a total of 100,000 

investigations, which by far exceeds the number of investigations arriving each year at the 

Genome Diagnostics division. This number will be called        . A large number of drawings 

allow reducing the simulation error. Furthermore, a burn-in period of 5,000 investigations is used. 

On average, 80 investigations arrive each day, and therefore 5,000 investigations represent a burn-

in of 63 days, which should be enough without further verification. 

 

Simulation output values 
In this section, the simulation output data is specified. The most important output values are 

the following:  

     : the mean cycle time of investigations. 

     : the standard deviation of the cycle time of investigations. 

      : the coefficient of variation of the cycle time of investigations. 

   
        : the     quantile. 

   
        : the     quantile. 

     : the utilization of the machine with the highest utilization (           ) 

For all these output values,   is specified in hours. 

 

Since the model parameters are chosen such that 8 hours is equal to a day (8 hours is exactly 

the number of daily working hours), it follows 40 hours equals a workweek. Since 40 hours implies 

a cycle time of 7 days, the following conversion is recommended to include for weekends:  

 

          
 

 
 

 

 
 (1) 
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The mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation and quantiles are all based on the 

100,000 observations obtained from the simulation. Furthermore, for each workstation we display 

the following values:  

   : the utilization of each workstation. 

      : mean queuing time plus mean wait time to batch at workstation         

            . 

      : the expected number of times workstation   contributes to the cycle time of 

investigations.  

 

      is a somewhat more complex quantity, which we choose such that  

 

 {∑           

 

   

   
    }        (2) 

 

in other words, these values       represent the average number of times in which the waiting 

time and processing time of workstation   contributes to the average cycle times of investigations. 

In           is a random variable representing the number of times workstation   contributes to 

the cycle time of a single investigation. 

 

In order to explain how to derive   , first we (re)introduce PCR and SEQ loops. We can see 

the system as holding a double loop structure: tests may fail at workstation   and workstation 6 

(see Figure 20). Tests are called PCR tests until workstation 4, and after this workstation, the 

material of the PCR test is used to create SEQ tests.  

 

Firstly, the number of SEQ loops is defined by the number of times one or more PCRSEQ 

tests belonging to a single investigation are controlled at workstation 6. Note here that all the 

required PCRSEQ tests of an investigation are always scheduled together and that an 

investigation is only controlled when all SEQ test results are ready to be controlled. 

 

SEQ tests are constructed by the material of PCR tests, and thus all SEQ tests can only be 

ready to be controlled after all scheduled PCR tests belonging to the investigation succeeded 

(since PCR tests result in SEQ tests). Therefore, secondly, it is possible to define the number of 

PCR loops within each of the SEQ loops, since a SEQ loop cannot be finished before all the PCR 

loops are done. 

 

Conclusively, the following values can be defined:  

 

  Number of SEQ loops of an investigation 

   Number of PCR loops of an investigation in the         loop, 

        

 

Then the number of times a workstation effectively contributes to the cycle time of an 

investigation is given for each workstation in Table 8. Note that workstation 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 

visited once in each PCR loop, and workstations 2, 3, 5 and 6 are visited once in each SEQ loop. 

By calculating    for each workstation in each observation of the simulation, we can determine 

the       values. 
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Lastly, a measure is required to display the confidence of the simulation: more observations 

obtained from a simulation result in a better estimation of the output values. This confidence is 

settled by a     confidence interval of     . Implicitly, this confidence interval also provides 

information about the quality of the other statistics obtained in the simulation. The method to 

obtain the confidence interval is described in more detail in the next subsection. 

 

 

 

  (workstation)    

  
∑   

 

   

 

  
  ∑   

 

   

 

  
  ∑   

 

   

 

  
∑   

 

   

 

    

    

Table 8: The calculations for the formulas of   ; the number of times a workstation contributes to 

the cycle time of investigations. 

 

Confidence intervals of the mean 
To define the error range of the simulation, a confidence interval of the mean is generated, to 

do this we use the batch means method (Birta,2007). 

 

The number of investigations simulated (excluding a burn-in period) is defined as        . 

These are divided over 50 batches, thus each batch has   
       

  
 drawings of the cycle time   

of investigations. Let      be the     draw in batch  . Then, the mean cycle time of the     batch 

is given by  

 ̅  
 

 
∑    

 

  

which is the sample mean. The best estimate for      is  

 ̅  
 

  
∑  

̅̅̅̅

 

  

The sample variance between batches is  

   
 

    
∑   

̅̅̅̅   ̅  

 

  

 

 

A           two-sided confidence interval for      is now given by:  

[ ̅    
 
    

 

√ 
  ̅    

 
    

 

√ 
]  
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Since the number of observations is small (50 batches), it is better to use the  -statistic. In 

this formula,   is the sample standard deviation. We will use a 95% two-sided confidence interval, 

and therefore,  

  
 
    

                  

In the simulation results, we will use the notation  

 ̅    
 
    

 

√ 
 

to present the simulation result of       ̅, as well as the 95% two-sided confidence interval. 

 

In the ideal situation, we have a restart and new burn-in period for each drawing   , but to 

increase the simulation speed we draw      starting at the final state of the system after 

obtaining   . Therefore,      and    are slightly correlated, but the effect should be small: with 

an         of 100,000, each    is based on 2,000 drawings of investigations which equals 25 work 

days. 

7.2 Results of basic scenario I and some adjustments 

To give a feeling of the statistics derived from the Chi model, we will next consider a few 

simulations using basic scenario I. The aim of this section is to point out some general results and 

their causes. 

 

Results of basic scenario I and scenarios with a varying       

For these scenarios basic scenario I is used with a varied       (coefficient of variation of all 

processing times) among the values 0, 1 and 1.5. Furthermore, the results for basic scenario I is 

shown (that is the case in which           . The output of these scenarios is shown by Table 

9. Basic scenario I is colored green. In analyzing the results, we first focus on the origin of the 

values. Secondly, we compare the four different scenarios. 

 

Since in these scenarios tests never fail, the processing route through the workstations always 

is                 (see Figure 20). All workstations are visited once, except for 

workstation 2 and 3. Those are visited twice. Thus, in all these scenarios, the sum of mean 

processing times of the visited workstations is 8.5. Besides these processing time, also time is lost 

in queue or while batches are formed. As verification of the mean cycle time of investigations, 

note that Equation (2) in all these four cases, as expected. 

 

It is visible in this table that the waiting time (wait to batch time + queuing time;     

 ) is especially high for workstation 1. This is caused by the wait time to batch ( ): The arrival 

rate of investigations is    per hour. By a round-robin algorithm these are equally spread over 

three separate buffers. Therefore, the arrival rate of investigations per buffer effectively is      

per hour. Since each investigation contains 8 tests, exactly 
  

 
    investigations fit on a plate. 

Thus (Hopp & Spearman, 2000),  
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Note that in the simulation results            whenever       is low. Therefore, (almost) 

all waiting time at workstation 1 is caused by the batch forming, which is expectable since the 

workstation utilization is low and arrivals (after batch forming) occur rather deterministically. 

 

In this scenarios there is no batch forming, except at workstation 1. Therefore,         for 

all workstations except for workstation 1. Thus for the other workstations,            , in 

which       is the mean waiting time spent in queue at workstation  . The mean queuing time of 

workstation   and   is low since the utilization is very low. This is in contrast to       in 

workstations 4 and 5: those are high, since the utilization is relatively higher.  

 

Next, the results of the scenarios will be compared with each other. Table 9 shows that a 

higher CV(P) generally results in an increase of the mean cycle time.  Furthermore, note that a 

higher CV(P) results in an increased       and      (standard deviation). Especially the 

quantiles increase significantly. A striking exception to this is the difference in mean processing 

time between           and          . This is caused by a lower average waiting time for 

the Replicator (workstation 3) in the second case: it appears that due to a deterministic path, 

small congestions occur at the Replicators, which are resolved by gamma distributed processing 

times. 

 

CV(P) 0 0.5 1 1.5 

      0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 

    ±Confid 11.06±0.001 10.78±0.05 11.69±0.15 13.01±0.28 

      1.12 2.01 3.71 5.66 

       0.10 0.19 0.32 0.44 

90% Quantile 12.55 13.40 16.65 20.52 

95% Quantile 13.05 14.21 18.49 23.51 

    0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 

       1.65 1.65 1.68 1.81 

       1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

    0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 

       0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

       2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 

    0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 

       0.20 0.07 0.16 0.27 

       2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 

    0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 

       0.32 0.35 0.85 1.50 

       1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

    0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 

       0.00 0.10 0.27 0.53 

       1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

    0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 

       0.08 0.04 0.04 0.07 

       1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
 

Table 9: In green, the results of basic scenario I are presented. Furthermore, different scenarios 

with a varying coefficient of variation of the processing time (     ) are shown. 
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The increase in       when       increases is caused by an increase in the queuing time at 

highly utilized workstations. This consequence is also visible by Sakasegawa’s approximation 

(Hopp & Spearman, 2000):  

 

       (
  

    
 

 
)(

  

√         

        
)  

     (3) 

in this formula,    is the time in queue at workstation  . Notably,         .    is the 

coefficient of variation of arrivals,    the coefficient of variation of the processing time,    the 

utilization,     the mean processing time, and    the number of machines at workstation  . 

 

An increase of       implies an increase in   , which results in an increase of        Likewise, 

this formula shows that a higher utilization results in a higher        

 

Four more scenarios 
 
Next, we discuss four additional scenarios. The aim is to show what happens when test 

failures occur, and to show what happens if batch processing of plates (as in reality) is added to 

basic scenario I. Below, for each model the parameters which are different from basic scenario I 

are given:  

 

Scenario I.A:  failure probability of PCR and SEQ both fixed at 10%,           
(exponential).  

Scenario I.B:  probability of PCR and SEQ both fixed at 0%. Batch sizes of the Replicator 
and Post Robot respectively 4 and 2. 

Scenario I.C:  failure probability of PCR and SEQ both fixed at 10%. Batch sizes of the 
Replicator and Post Robot respectively 4 and 2. 

Scenario I.D:  failure probability of PCR and SEQ both fixed at 10%. Batch sizes of the 

Replicator and Post Robot respectively 4 and 2. Furthermore           (exponential) and all 
process times are multiplied by 1.3. 

 
The results are depicted in Table 10. It is visible that the mean cycle time of investigations 

significantly increases by a 10% probability of PCR and SEQ test failures compared to the 

situation with no test failures: this is due to the fact that investigations hold multiple tests (8 in 

this case). If one of these tests fail, then the cycle time of an investigation already increases 

significantly. 

 

Furthermore (comparison of scenario I.B and I.C), as for the standard deviation of tests, note 

that test failures have a much higher influence on the variance of the cycle time of investigations 

than variances in the processing times. This is understandable, since if a test fails it requires 

processing in many more workstations, which results in a significant increase of cycle time. For 

example, if one SEQ test of an investigation fails it re-enters the system and the processing time 

doubles compared to an investigation with no test failures. Also the 90% and 95% quantiles 

increase significantly by similar arguments (investigations with multiple SEQ loops). 

 

Next, focusing on the contribution of each workstation to the cycle time, notable, if the test 

failure probabilities are 10% (as in scenario I.B, I.C and I.D), this value increases 141% for 

workstation 1 and 4, and 65% for workstation 5 and 6: this is caused by an increased number of 

PCR and SEQ loops. Thus, small failure probabilities have a huge influence on the contribution 

from workstations on the cycle time (which increases). Note that rework also causes a higher 

system utilization (by comparing scenario I.B and I.C). 
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Lastly, note that (when comparing for example scenario I.A with I.C) the batch forming at 

workstation 3 (Replicator) results in a higher      (expected waiting time) at this station. On 

the other hand, this batch forming reduces the waiting time at workstation 4 (Post Robot): since 

the batch forming is done at workstation 3, the batches at the Post Robot (size 2) do not have to 

be formed anymore: 2x2 plates arrive during a single arrival to the Post Robot. Batch forming 

also reduces the workstation’s utilization. 

 

 

Scenario I.A I.B I.C  I.D 

Input:      

    0.1 0 0.1  0.1 

    0.1 0 0.1  0.1 

    1 4 4  4 

    1 2 2  2 

       1 0.5 0.5  1 

Mult(P) 1 1 1  1.3 

Output:      

      0.77 0.63 0.69  0.90 

    ±Confid 28.13±0.59 13.23±0.07 28.64±0.13  41.54±0.70 

      12.58 2.35 11.59  17.61 

       0.45 0.18 0.40  0.42 

90% Quantile 44.75 16.28 43.64  64.42 

95% Quantile 50.97 17.16 49.30  72.81 

    0.34 0.28 0.34  0.45 

       1.52 1.65 1.45  1.67 

       2.41 1.00 2.41  2.42 

    0.24 0.21 0.24  0.24 

       0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00 

       4.07 2.00 4.07  4.07 

    0.72 0.16 0.18  0.23 

       0.28 0.88 1.05  1.05 

       4.07 2.00 4.07  4.07 

    0.77 0.31 0.39  0.50 

       1.68 0.38 0.39  0.90 

       2.41 1.00 2.41  2.42 

    0.69 0.63 0.69  0.90 

       0.46 0.44 0.50  3.32 

       1.65 1.00 1.66  1.66 

    0.59 0.36 0.59  0.77 

       0.32 0.05 0.27  0.89 

       1.65 1.00 1.66  1.66 
 

Table 10: The results of simulation with scenarios I.A, I.B, I.C and I.D. 
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7.3 Comparison of model with reality: results of basic scenario II 

In this section, we present the results of the simulation for basic scenario II. The results will 

be compared with reality to discuss the validity of the model. 

 

The simulation results of basic scenario II are presented in Table 11. Recall that 1 workday 

equals 8 hours. This indicates the model predicts that on average an investigation is finished in 

3.2 workdays (approximately 4.5 days when including for weekends) in the execution phase. The 

strict schedule assumed in this model is by far not reached in the current system. Currently, the 

average cycle time for investigations in the execution phase with only PCRSEQ tests is 14.4 days 

(10.3 workdays).  

 

It is possible to derive the average cycle time of an investigation for the case in which none of 

the tests fail. In this case, workstation 1, 4, 5 and 6 are visited once and workstation 2 and 3 are 

visited twice. The derivation is  

     { ∑      

                           

}      {∑     

 

   

}                    

In this formula,    is the cycle time in workstation  , and     is the sum of the mean 

processing times of the attended workstations if none of the tests fail. Recall workstation 2 has a 

different processing time for PCR tests than for SEQ tests. This result indicates that an 

investigation may go through the production line in approximately 
    

 
      workdays if none of 

the tests fail (by Equation (1)). Comparing this result with the realized cycle times shows where 

the extra cycle time is inflicted. We depicted this in Figure 21. This Figure incorporates 

information shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. The values of Figure 16 are corrected to exclude 

weekends (multiplied by factor 5/7). As for the corresponding values within the simulation model, 

the PCR test execution is the average cycle time to go through the workstations 1, 2, 3 and 4, 

and the SEQ test execution is the average cycle time to go through the workstations 2,3 and 5. 

‘Control results’ resembles workstation 6. All times obtained from the model are denoted in days 

as well, in which 1 day equals 8 hours. Tests may be rescheduled, which has an incremental effect 

on the cycle times of investigations. Figure 21 also shows the causes of the differences in the 

obtained cycle times. 

    

System util. 0.72     0.18 

    ±Confid 25.43±0.15        1.01 

      18.68        3.63 

       0.73     0.38 

90% Quantile 44.39        0.40 

95% Quantile 56.50        2.11 

    0.34     0.72 

       1.41        0.59 

       2.11        1.52 

    0.25     0.54 

       0.00        0.20 

       3.63        1.52 
 

Table 11: Results of the basic scenario. 
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Despite of the difference between the processing times observed in the model and reality, the 

model proposed in this thesis is of significance: the production lines at UMC St. Radboud Genome 

Diagnostics are more and more resembling a manufacturing network in which problems like how 

to batch, the effect of rework and the effect of high workstation utilizations are becoming more 

prevalent. 

 

After the scheduling of tests have become completely automatic (this change likely is 

completely implemented within 2013), and the control of tests has become more standardized (no 

more specific specialists), the results of the model become more valid. Also the cause of a longer 

cycle time due to the fact that the Pre Robots check their queue only once a day (see Figure 21, 

at PCR execution) is fixed since the beginning of May 2013. 

 

 
 

Figure 21: Comparison of the model results of the expected cycle time of investigations with the 

observations of the data analysis. 

 

Returning to the results in Table 11, the coefficient of variation of investigations       is 

0.73, which is mainly high due to failing tests (the waiting time between workstations is low, 

while the number of loops has a significant effect on the cycle time). The 90% and 95% quantiles 

are also high due to failing tests: respectively 5.5 and 7 workdays. Furthermore clearly the 

Sequencer is the highest utilized workstation. On average, the number of SEQ loops in the system 

is 1.52 (see workstation 5 in Table 11). In the data analysis the number of SEQ loops is found to 

be 1.56, which is a close match. A similar comparison for PCR loops cannot be performed due to 

a lack of available data. 

 

Furthermore, it can be noted that waiting times are mainly inflicted due to batch forming at 

the Pre Robots and batch forming at the Replicators, according to this model. The waiting times 

due to queuing are low since the machine utilizations are low. The situation may be different 

when a 24-hours clock is implemented in the model. Still, one may consider obtaining 

improvements in the cycle time by using a different batch size of plates. Changing this batch size 

has an effect on the utilization of other machines: the utilization will decrease with an increase of 

the batch size. This effect is shown in the what-if scenarios of section 8.5. The next Chapter 

analyses several adjustments to this basic scenario, to check the effects of changes of the 

production line parameters. 
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8 What-if Scenarios 

In this section, we analyze several what-if scenarios. The aim of these scenarios is to study the 

influence of a change in certain model parameters. All analyzed what-if scenarios, are based on 

basic scenario II (stated in Section 6.2), since this basic scenario best reflects reality. We perform 

the what-if scenarios using the simulation model, because the results will be more exact than for 

the queuing model. For each scenario, we use the input and output values which were presented 

in Section 7.1. 

 

The what-if scenarios analyzed and their most important results are summarized below:  

 Variation of       (coefficient of variation of all machine processing times) (Section 

8.1): if the variation of the processing times increases, then the time spent in queues 

increases, and as a result, the mean cycle time of investigations increases, as well as 

the variance and the 90% and 95% quantiles. 

 Multiplication of all processing times (Section 8.2): since the processing times increase, 

the mean cycle time of investigations increases. As a second effect, the utilization of 

machines increase and thus the time spent in queue increases. An increase in all 

processing times is somewhat comparable to a higher arrival rate. 

 Lower failure probabilities of PCR tests (Section 8.3): a lower failure probability of 

PCR tests results in less rework thus a lower cycle time for investigation. The 

significance of this effect is studied with these what-if scenarios. 

 Lower failure probabilities of SEQ tests (Section 8.4): a lower failure probability of 

SEQ tests results in less rework thus a lower cycle time for investigation. The 

significance of this effect is studied with these what-if scenarios. 

 A different plate fill (Section 8.5): Obviously, it is possible to decide to fill plates with 

less than the conventional 96 tests (for example, fix at 90 tests per plate). 

Alternatively, it is possible to use plates which can hold more than 96 tests. This 

what-if analysis shows that a higher batch size results in lower utilization of machines, 

thus a lower cycle time, but on the other hand there is an increase in the wait-to-

batch time, and thus an increase in cycle time. Therefore, an optimal batch size has to 

be determined. 

In each of these what-if scenarios, basic scenario II is shown as well, for comparison. Basic 

scenario II is indicated in each result by a green color in the top row. 

8.1 What-if scenarios: Coefficient of variation of processing times 

In these what-if scenarios, we use basic scenario II and adjust the coefficient of variation for 

all processing times (     ) (default value: 0.5). The results are displayed in Table 12. 

 

This Table depicts a result which is well known in queuing theory: when the coefficient of 

variation of the processing time increases, then the queuing times increases. This is a direct result 

of Equation (3) (Sakasegawa’s approximation). This is visible at workstations 1, 4, 5 and 6. Note 

that the waiting time at workstations 1 and 3 are mainly caused by batch forming, not due to 

queuing. Due to queuing behavior, also the standard deviation of the processing time and the 90% 

and 95% quantiles increase, while the contribution of each workstation remains constant.  

 

Observe in this scenario that if       equals 0, then      at workstation   is significantly 

higher than in the other cases. This is caused by batch arrivals: a batch of 4 plates arrives each 

time at workstation 5 (since workstation 3 processes 4 plates in a batch). If the processing times 

are deterministic, this indicates that – given the Sequencers were all empty when these 4 plates 
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arrived – 4 plates full of investigations arrive at the same time at workstation 6. Thus, large 

batches arrive at workstation 6, which causes delay. This effect is removed by a variable 

processing time at the Sequencers. 

 

CV(P) 0 0.5 1 1.5 

      0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 

    ±Confid 25.58±0.11 25.43±0.15 26.71±0.35 28.79±0.47 

      18.60 18.68 19.65 21.97 

       0.73 0.73 0.74 0.76 

90% Quantile 44.40 44.39 47.48 52.17 

95% Quantile 56.50 56.50 60.22 66.10 

    0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 

       1.41 1.42 1.50 1.74 

       2.11 2.11 2.10 2.11 

    0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

       0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

       3.63 3.63 3.62 3.62 

    0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 

       1.03 1.01 1.01 1.01 

       3.63 3.63 3.62 3.62 

    0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 

       0.37 0.40 0.53 0.80 

       2.11 2.12 2.10 2.11 

    0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 

       0.38 0.59 1.01 1.61 

       1.52 1.52 1.51 1.51 

    0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 

       0.49 0.20 0.28 0.39 

       1.52 1.52 1.51 1.51 
 

Table 12: Results of scenarios with different coefficients of variation of all processing times. The 

case in which           is basic scenario II. 

8.2 What-if scenarios: Effect of Process time 

In these what-if scenarios, we use basic scenario II, and apply a multiplication to all process 

times (default value: 1.0). As a result, the cycle time of investigations increases in a non-linear 

fashion, due to the increasing waiting times due to high system utilization. The results are shown 

in Table 13. 

 

Note in these results that the mean (    ) and standard deviation (    ) are multiplied by 

approximately the same factor if the process times are increased. Hence,       is almost constant. 

Multiplied processing times imply a higher system utilization, which leads to increases in waiting 

times. This is especially visible at workstation 5. The results are explainable with Equation (3) 

(Sakasegawa’s approximation): a higher utilization results in a higher      according to this 

formula. The bottleneck station clearly is the sequencing facility. 
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The result is interesting; since it shows that if the processing times are assumed to be 30% 

higher, then the cycle time of investigations is increasing, but not yet exploding to infinitely. Note 

however that if the processing times increases by some more (35%), then the utilization of 

workstation 5 is close to 1, which does result in high cycle times of investigations (by a long 

waiting time at workstation 5). An increase of processing time produces a similar result to an 

increase in arrival rate of investigation: the result as well shows it is not problematic for the cycle 

time of investigations if the arrival rate increases by 30%: the system can deal with the resulting 

utilization rates. 

 

Mult(P) 1 1.1 1.2 1.25 1.3 1.35 

      0.72 0.79 0.86 0.90 0.93 0.97 

    ±Confid 25.46±0.16 27.53±0.18 30.03±0.20 31.64±0.32 33.61±0.32 40.63±2.33 

      18.75 20.11 21.91 23.29 24.49 30.29 

       0.74 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.75 

90% Quantile 44.37 48.15 52.26 54.68 58.26 72.43 

95% Quantile 56.33 61.48 66.55 69.71 74.43 91.27 

    0.34 0.38 0.41 0.43 0.44 0.46 

       1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.43 1.45 

       2.11 2.10 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.10 

    0.25 0.27 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.33 

       0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

       3.63 3.61 3.63 3.63 3.63 3.61 

    0.18 0.20 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.25 

       1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

       3.63 3.61 3.63 3.63 3.63 3.61 

    0.38 0.42 0.46 0.48 0.50 0.52 

       0.40 0.47 0.50 0.56 0.60 0.62 

       2.12 2.10 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.10 

    0.72 0.79 0.86 0.90 0.93 0.97 

       0.60 0.86 1.32 1.78 2.48 6.60 

       1.52 1.51 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.51 

    0.54 0.60 0.65 0.68 0.71 0.73 

       0.20 0.24 0.28 0.31 0.34 0.38 

       1.52 1.51 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.51 
 

Table 13: Results of scenarios with multiplications of all actual processing times. The case in which 

this multiplication is 1 is basic scenario II. 

8.3 What-if scenario: Effect of failure probability PCR 

These what-if scenarios compare between a fixed failure probability for each PCR test and the 

real failure probabilities for all PCR tests (which is basic scenario II). Recall a non-fixed failure 

probability for each PCR test indicates that some primer sets have a higher failure probability 

than others. The results are displayed in Table 14. 

 

As expected, a lower failure probability of tests results in a lower cycle time in the execution 

phase. Also a lower standard deviation (    ) is achieved: there will be less variance in the 

number of PCR loops in an investigation if the failure probability of tests is decreased. Currently, 
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the average failure probability of PCR tests is 0.0667 (     ). Still the average cycle time of 

investigations is higher than the scenario with a fixed failure probability of 0.08, because not each 

test has the same failure probability (in fact, some tests have a higher PCR failure probability 

than 0.40). 

 

Failure prob. PCR 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 Real Prob. 

      0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 

    ±Confid 20.42±0.14 22.60±0.12 23.58±0.13 24.43±0.16 25.33±0.15 25.99±0.14 25.47±0.13 

      14.68 16.02 16.49 17.15 17.93 18.22 18.80 

       0.72 0.71 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.70 0.74 

90% Quantile 33.72 38.90 40.73 42.27 43.93 45.25 44.31 

95% Quantile 44.22 49.37 51.72 53.64 55.50 57.13 56.48 

    0.32 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.34 

       1.53 1.51 1.48 1.45 1.42 1.39 1.41 

       1.52 1.69 1.83 1.96 2.08 2.20 2.11 

    0.24 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

       0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

       3.04 3.21 3.35 3.47 3.60 3.71 3.62 

    0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.18 

       0.78 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.00 

       3.04 3.21 3.35 3.47 3.60 3.71 3.62 

    0.36 0.37 0.37 0.38 0.39 0.40 0.38 

       0.39 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.41 0.41 0.40 

       1.52 1.69 1.83 1.96 2.08 2.20 2.11 

    0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 

       0.64 0.63 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.58 0.61 

       1.52 1.52 1.52 1.51 1.52 1.52 1.52 

    0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 

       0.18 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.21 

       1.52 1.52 1.52 1.51 1.52 1.52 1.52 
 

Table 14: Results of scenarios with varied PCR test failure probabilities. The case in which 

real failure probabilities are used is basic scenario II. 

 

When comparing those scenarios with a fixed failure probability for PCR tests (see Figure 22), 

it appears that between a failure probability of 0.02 and 0.10, a linear relation holds quite well 

(probably a quadratic relationship fits better, but a linear relationship holds quite well and is 

preferable for calculations). From here it may be derived, that the cycle time of investigations 

reduces by approximately 1.7% for each 1% reduction in the fixed failure probability of PCR 

tests. 

 

This analysis also shows for example that if the PCR failure probability of tests is reduced to 

a fixed probability of 4% (compared to basic scenario II), then a 7% reduction in the cycle time of 

investigations is achieved. We expect similar results to hold in practice as well: if a PCR test 

fails, it has to completely restart in processing, which consumes a significant amount of time. 

 

Finally, note that a higher failure probability of PCR tests is only influencing the contribution 

(see      ) of workstation 1, 2, 3 and 4 (the ‘PCR test’ part) on the cycle time. In the next what-if 
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scenarios we perform a similar analysis, but this time the probability of SEQ test failures is 

adjusted. 

 

 
 

Figure 22: The cycle time results for different fixed PCR failure probabilities. 

8.4 What-if scenarios: Effect of failure probability SEQ 

These what-if scenarios vary between a fixed failure probability for each SEQ test and the real 

failure probabilities for all SEQ tests (basic scenario II). Recall a non-fixed failure probability for 

each SEQ test indicates that some primer sets have a higher failure probability than others. The 

results are displayed in Table 15. 

 

As expected, a lower failure probability of tests results in a lower cycle time in the execution 

phase. Also a lower standard deviation (    ) is achieved: there will be less variance in the 

number of SEQ loops in an investigation if the failure probability of tests is decreased. It is visible 

in Table 15 that a lower failure probability of SEQ tests results in a lower contributions (see 

     ) of all workstations to the cycle time of investigations. Currently, the average failure 

probability of SEQ tests is 0.0732 (     ). Still the average cycle time of investigations is higher 

than the scenario with a fixed failure probability of 0.08, because not each test has the same 

failure probability (in fact, some tests have a higher SEQ failure probability than 0.40). 

 

When comparing those scenarios with a fixed failure probability for SEQ tests (see Figure 23), 

it appears that between a failure probability of 0.02 and 0.08, a linear relation holds quite well 

(probably a quadratic relationship fits better, but a linear relationship holds quite well and is 

preferable for calculations). From here it may be derived, that the cycle time of investigations 

reduces by approximately 3.2% for each 1% reduction in the fixed failure probability of SEQ tests 

within this interval. The reduction is even higher than the savings with a lower PCR failure 

probability, because a rework of a SEQ test consumes more time than the rework of a PCR test. 

 

This analysis also shows that for example if the SEQ failure probability of tests is reduced to 

a fixed probability of 6% (compared to basic scenario II), then a 7% reduction in the cycle time of 

investigations is achieved. We expect similar results to hold in practice as well: if a SEQ test fails, 

it has to completely restart in processing, which consumes a significant amount of time. 

 

Currently, some primer sets perform bad (high SEQ test failure probability). This significantly 

increases the 95% quantile compared to the values obtained if the SEQ failure probability is fixed 
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for all tests, as visible in Table 15. To achieve a lower failure probability of SEQ tests the 

following possibilities are worth considering: 

 Improve the test quality: for example, the primer sets used for investigations with the 

indicator ‘BRCA1’ have been optimized, and as a result the failure probability of SEQ 

tests with this indicator has reduced to 2-4%. 

 Initially double schedule tests with a high failure probability. If at least one of the two 

tests succeed, no reschedule is required. 

 

Failure prob. SEQ 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 Real Prob. 

      0.66 0.68 0.69 0.71 0.72 0.74 0.72 

    ±Confid 18.05±0.08 20.26±0.09 22.07±0.11 23.56±0.12 25.08±0.11 26.24±0.13 25.46±0.13 

      6.69 9.04 10.49 11.42 12.37 12.96 18.62 

       0.37 0.45 0.48 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.73 

90% Quantile 26.13 33.06 36.87 39.09 41.34 43.41 44.47 

95% Quantile 30.12 38.14 41.89 44.69 47.88 50.01 56.60 

    0.32 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.34 

       1.54 1.51 1.49 1.47 1.43 1.40 1.41 

       1.52 1.69 1.83 1.94 2.07 2.17 2.11 

    0.23 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.25 

       0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

       2.52 2.84 3.11 3.33 3.55 3.76 3.62 

    0.17 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.18 

       1.09 1.08 1.06 1.04 1.02 0.98 1.01 

       2.52 2.84 3.11 3.33 3.55 3.76 3.62 

    0.36 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.39 0.40 0.38 

       0.39 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.41 0.41 0.41 

       1.52 1.69 1.83 1.94 2.07 2.17 2.11 

    0.66 0.68 0.69 0.71 0.72 0.74 0.72 

       0.49 0.51 0.52 0.55 0.59 0.63 0.60 

       1.00 1.15 1.28 1.39 1.49 1.58 1.52 

    0.36 0.41 0.47 0.51 0.56 0.60 0.54 

       0.09 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.21 

       1.00 1.15 1.28 1.39 1.49 1.58 1.52 
 

Table 15: Results of scenarios with varied SEQ test failure probabilities. The case in which real 

failure probabilities are used is basic scenario II. 
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Figure 23: The cycle time results for different fixed SEQ failure probabilities. 

 

8.5 What-if scenarios: Effect of plate size 

The last what-if scenarios we analyze are aimed on the effect of the plate size (fill) on the 

cycle time of investigations. Again, basic scenario II will be used. As a general result, the plate 

size (fill) is a trade-off between long waiting times to form a batch (in case of a larger plate size) 

and long queuing times due to a higher system utilization (in case of a smaller plate size). In this 

analysis, it is assumed that the processing times are independent of the batch size. The results are 

depicted in Table 16. 

 

Clearly visible in the results is a general law of the optimal batch size: too small batches 

results in queues (especially at the workstations with a high utilization, see workstation 5), while 

large batch sizes result in long waiting time for batching (at workstation 1 and 3). There is an 

optimal batch size, likely     tests per plate, but to obtain an exact result for this, one should 

first improve the model and at least add a 24 hours clock to the model. Figure 24 plots the results 

for      and therewith displays that an optimal batch size exists. A smaller or larger number of 

tests per plate results in a larger cycle time. 
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Platesize 72 80 88 96 106 120 

      0.96 0.86 0.78 0.72 0.65 0.57 

    ±Confid 28.86±1.03 25.14±0.19 24.99±0.13 25.53±0.14 26.19±0.15 27.13±0.18 

      21.34 18.18 18.19 18.69 19.17 19.83 

       0.74 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 

90% Quantile 50.50 43.69 43.65 44.56 45.88 47.45 

95% Quantile 64.30 55.23 55.40 56.64 58.33 59.98 

    0.45 0.41 0.37 0.34 0.31 0.27 

       1.09 1.19 1.30 1.42 1.56 1.78 

       2.12 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.10 

    0.33 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.22 0.20 

       0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

       3.64 3.63 3.62 3.63 3.63 3.61 

    0.24 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.15 

       0.75 0.83 0.92 1.01 1.11 1.26 

       3.64 3.63 3.62 3.63 3.63 3.61 

    0.51 0.46 0.42 0.38 0.35 0.31 

       0.48 0.44 0.42 0.39 0.39 0.38 

       2.12 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.10 

    0.96 0.86 0.78 0.72 0.65 0.57 

       3.90 1.18 0.78 0.59 0.46 0.37 

       1.52 1.52 1.51 1.52 1.52 1.51 

    0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 

       0.12 0.14 0.17 0.21 0.25 0.32 

       1.52 1.52 1.51 1.52 1.52 1.51 
 

Table 16: Results of scenarios with varied plate size. The case in which the plate size is 96 is basic 

scenario II. 

 

 
 

Figure 24: Graph displaying the effect of the plate size on the cycle time. 
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9 Queuing model 

A queuing model allows obtaining more insight into the system then a simulation model: it 

shows what is actually happening in the system, in contrast to the simulation model, which only 

outputs numbers. Secondly, obtaining approximations of a queuing model generally require less 

time than running a simulation model. Thirdly, the model can be used to verify whether the 

programmed simulation delivers correct results. The only drawback of a queuing approximation is 

that results are less accurate than results obtained by a simulation model. 

 

Since a queuing model is difficult to construct for the case in which investigations have a 

variable number of tests, and in which each test type has its own failure probability, we chose to 

construct a queuing model with fixed values for these parameters.  

 

Specifically, in this section, formulas will be given to approximate the mean of the cycle time 

under this situation. This Chapter is structured as follows: first the model representation shown 

in Figure 20 is used to construct a queuing model. Based on this model, an effective formula to 

approximate the mean cycle time of investigations is derived (Section 9.1). Next, Section 9.2 

describes formulas for the distributions of the number of PCR and SEQ loops of investigations. 

Section 9.3 describes how to approximate the time spent on average at a certain workstation 

(     ). To estimate the average time spent in a workstation, also the coefficient of variation of 

arrivals of each workstation is required. The formulas to derive these coefficients are shown in 

Section 9.4. Combining the results in Section 9.1, Section 9.2, Section 9.3, and Section 9.4, the 

average cycle time of investigations can be approximated. Section 9.5 investigates the overall 

performance of the approximation on scenarios derived from basic scenario I as well as basic 

scenario II. 

9.1 Description of queuing model 

This section introduces the queuing model corresponding to the simulation model presented in 

Figure 20. The aim of this section is to derive a formula which can be used to determine the mean 

cycle time of investigations in this part of the system. 

 

The model representation which was depicted by Figure 20 consists of six workstations, in 

which tests of an investigation are processed within a certain processing batch. The processing 

batch is a plate, a number of plates or an investigation. We translate this model into a queuing 

network. On a global level we identify the workstations and processing routes as depicted in 

Figure 25. The arcs present the ingoing and outgoing processing units, in which    abbreviates for 

tests,     abbreviates for investigations and   for plates. The external arrival units to workstation 

1 are batches of tests: namely   tests at each arrival, which is a fixed number of tests in an 

investigation. The arrival rate of investigations is denoted by  , and thus the rate of test arrivals 

is    , in case rescheduled tests are ignored. In this model, all workstations operate according to 

a first come first serve (FCFS) protocol, and consist of multiple machines or operators   . Their 

processing rates are   . Furthermore, some of the workstations contain batching operations. This 

will be discussed in Section 9.4.1. Note that after workstation 5 (Sequencers) the outgoing units 

are investigations. This is because the processing units at workstation 6 are investigations. 
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Figure 25: The model of the queuing network on a global level. 

 

The aim is to calculate the cycle time of investigations (    ), but the tests of an investigation 

move independently of each other through the system (except for workstation 6, which may only 

start operating as soon as all tests of an investigation are waiting for processing at this 

workstation). All tests of an investigation enter the system at workstation 1, and the 

investigation is finished when all its tests succeeded at workstation 6. If a test does not fail, the 

order of workstations visited by the test is 1→2→3→4→2→3→5→6. In case a test fails at 

workstation 4 or 6 it has to be completely reprocessed, starting at workstation 1. The cycle time 

of the investigation is determined by the completion time of the latest completed test belonging to 

the investigation. 

 

The cycle time spent in a series of workstations is the sum of the individual cycle times. It is 

convenient to state the route and cycle time of a PCR test and a SEQ test separately, since tests 

are evaluated (failed or passed) at the end of their lifetimes, which is at the end of workstations 4 

and 6 – after these moments, the continuation of the route for executing a test depends on 

whether the test failed or succeeded. We define the routes and cycle time of a PCR and SEQ test 

by  

 

     {       } 

     {       } 

 

                       (4) 

                       (5) 

 

in which   are routes along workstations and        and        are used to differentiate 

between a plate filled with PCR or SEQ tests: the processing time of a PCR plate on the PCR 

machine is longer than a SEQ plate on this machine. It is assumed                 . Note that 

for a single test, it is valid to use the cycle times at workstations of the processing unit: the cycle 

time of a plate is equal to the cycle time of a test within a plate. A single test may experience 

several PCR and SEQ failures. If a SEQ test failed and is rescheduled, it is equal to a new arrival; 

thus its rescheduled PCR test may fail even if it did not fail the previous time.  

 

Next, we will introduce the formula for the total cycle time of an investigation (    ). Recall 

PCR and SEQ loops were discussed in section 7.1, and we defined   as the number of SEQ loops 
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of an investigation and    as the number of PCR loops within the     SEQ loop. Furthermore 

we introduced a variable    for the contribution of each workstation to the cycle time of 

investigations. For analytical calculations, it is easier to stick with   and   . The formula for 

     is given by  

      ∑ [∑{       
}       

  

   

]  

 

   

 (6) 

 

This formula indicates that in each SEQ loop, a number of PCR loops has to be executed, 

after which the time spent within the SEQ loop is incremented by the cycle time in the 

workstations 2, 3, 5 and 6. Furthermore, note that when assuming that tests never fail (implies 1 

PCR and 1 SEQ loop), then      for    , and    . In this case it follows that      

         , which is obviously true. The formula becomes an approximation if the number of 

tests of an investigation is larger than 1, because then it may happen that not all tests are placed 

on the same plate. This may cause minor distortions, which causes the formula to become 

approximately. 

 

Our aim in this chapter is to determine        . Using Equation (6), it is possible to express 

        in terms of the probability distribution of   and the means of  ,     ,      and   , 

     .  The mean of        is given by Equation (7). In these calculations, it is assumed 

that    is independent of    for all    , and also    is independent of   for all  . On the other 

hand, the    are not identically distributed. The equation is given below:  

         (∑       

 

   

      )             [    ]  (7) 

Derivation: To derive this result, the following equation is required:   

 

  [∑   

 

   

]            (8) 

 

This result may for example be found in Ross(2007) and is valid when    is i.i.d. and   is 

independent of    for all  . The derivation itself is given below: 

 

          {∑ [∑{       
}       

  

   

]

 

   

} 

      [ ∑      

       

   

]    [∑      

 

   

] 

                             [    ] 

 (∑       ∑    
    

 

   

 

   

)             [    ] 

 (∑       

 

   

      )             [    ]  
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Equality (*) uses                   . Equality (**) uses Equation (8)). The remainder 

of the derivation is a rewriting of             . 

 

Again, if tests never fail, then         , thus       , and          , thus 

       . As a result, Equation (7) simplifies to  

                 [    ]  

 

First we determine distributions for   and   , such that     ,       (for all  ) and 

       can be determined. 

9.2 Distributions of the number of PCR and SEQ loops 

In this section we determine probability mass functions for   and    (for all  ). Recall that 

   is the failure probability of a SEQ test (at workstation 6) and    is the failure probability of a 

PCR test (at workstation 4). The probability mass function of   is given by:  

 

                    
         

               (9) 

 

Derivation of Equation (9): first of all, note that for a single test, the probability of 

experiencing at most   SEQ loops is     
  (since the probability of more than   test 

reschedules due to a SEQ failure – which is a requirement for more than   SEQ loops – is equal 

to   consecutive failures (with independent fail probabilities)). Therefore, the probability of 

cycling exactly   times is      
        

    .  

 

In case an investigation consists of     tests, this investigation only finishes the execution 

phase if all tests passed workstation 6. The probability of requiring at most   loops is given by 

     
   ; which is the solution to        in         

   with   the number of failed tests. As a 

result, the probability for exactly   loops is as in Equation (9). 

 

The probability mass functions of    are given by   

 

    
                  

          
                (10) 

 

in which    represents the average number of tests entering the      full cycle (PCR and 

SEQ). This number is equal to    
    

   

      
 (Note: for this formula   does not require being 

integer), which is derived by        |     
     

       
 

    
   

      
. In this derivation,    is the 

variable of the number of tests entering the     full cycle. One can show6 that           , 

which is an expected result. 

 

                                           

6 To show this the notation     
    is introduced. Next use    

   
   

    
   

      
      

   
  

    
   

  (    
   )

  

   
   

  
  

        
    

   
  

  

  ∑      ( 
 ) 

  
   

    
   

  
  

        
    

   
  

 

      
 

 

 
  . 
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Utilizing the probability mass functions of   and   , it is straightforward to calculate 

      ,      and      . 

9.3 Approximations of expected cycle time at workstations 

Summarizing the information given in Section 9.1, we described the possible routes through 

the system, and a formula for approximating the cycle time of investigations. In this section we 

focus on determining formulas for         and  [    ]. These formulas will be necessarily to 

determine        . Since in general   ∑      ∑       , clearly                [      ]  

           , and  [    ]   [      ]                   . 

 

Useful formulas when approximating        (cycle time in single workstation) may for instance 

be found in Hopp & Spearman(2000).  The mean cycle time    of workstations may be calculated 

by  

 

                     
    (11) 

 

In which       is the mean wait to batch time and       is the mean queuing time. In case 

        then there is no batching process for this workstation. Else the mean wait time to batch 

( ) is estimated by 

 

       
    

    
  (12) 

 

with    the batch size and    the arrival rate of the items which are being batched. As for 

estimating      , a possibility is to use Sakasegawa’s approximation, which is given by:  

 

       (
  

    
 

 
)(

  

√         

        
)  

     (13) 

 

in which    is the CV of interarrival times (after batch forming), and    the CV of the 

processing time at workstation  . Notable factors which increase the queuing time when they 

increase are   ,    and    (this is directly verified by Equation (13)). It is known that 

Sakasegawa’s approximation provides better approximations if the utilization of the system is 

high. 

 

Next, the   ’s (utilizations) are calculated by  

 

    
  

      
 (14) 

 

in which the    (arrival rate of each workstation) are determined in Table 17. The formula for 

the utilization is slightly modified from the conventional formula: the additional    factor (batch 

size) reflects the difference in arriving units and processing units due to batch forming. 
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Workstation Arriving 

unit 
               (per hour) 

1 Tests         

2 Plate                       

 
 

3 Plate                       

 
 

4 Plate        

 
 

5 Plate                      

 
 

6 Investigation            

 

Table 17: The calculations to derive   . 

 

In this table,   is the hourly arrival rate of investigations to the system, and   is the plate 

size. The column of       represents the rate of PCR tests arriving to this workstation, and       

the rate of SEQ tests arriving. The route of PCR tests is 1→2→3→4, the route of SEQ tests is 

2→3→5→6. At the Post Robot (workstation 4), the number of tests has been doubled, but the 

failed PCR tests (     ) have to be subtracted first. As a result, the number of tests arriving at 

workstation 2 after workstation 4 is          . The arrival rate for each process is the sum of 

the arrival rates of PCR and SEQ tests, divided by the size of the arrival unit (thus divided by   

in case of plate arrivals). The calculation for the arrival rate of investigations to workstation 6 is 

somewhat different:   is the hourly arrival rate of investigations, and the number of times an 

investigation visits workstation 6 is on average     , thus the arrival rate is       . 

 

   is the rate of test arrivals at workstation 1 – including rescheduled tests, and is given by 

 

        (
 

    
) (

 

    
)  (15) 

 

Derivation of Equation (15): Consider the number of times ( ) a single test is processed at 

workstation 1. Let     be the number of times a test is rejected at workstation 6, and      

the number of times a test is rejected at workstation 4 (PCR failure) in the     attempt to 

complete the SEQ loop. Then    is i.i.d. distributed for all  . More specific            and 

         . Now, for the mean number of schedules of a single test at workstation 1 it follows 

that  

      [∑   

 

   

]           (
 

    
) (

 

    
)  

Multiplying this value with the rate of newly arriving tests (   , arrival rate of investigations 

multiplied by number of tests per investigation) results in the arrival rate at workstation 1, 

including rescheduled tests. 

 

Next using the obtained   ’s one may derive the utilizations of the machines. For example, 

consider basic scenario II, in which the failure probabilities of PCR and SEQ tests are fixed to 
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respectively 0.0667 and 0.0732, and the number of tests per investigation is fixed to       (a 

non-integer number of tests per investigation is not a problem in the queuing model). In this case, 

        by Equation (15), and the values for    and    are presented in Table 18. As an 

exception,   
   

 

     
      

   
     

     
      

  , since the processing time of the PCR and SEQ plates 

differ. 

 

        (batch size)       

  98.3      0.34 

  2.93        0.25 

  2.93     0.18 

  1.02       0.38 

  1.91       0.72 

  15.2     0.54 

 

Table 18: The arrival rate and utilization of all workstations in the modified basic scenario II. 

 

In the next section we present methods to calculate the   , which allows to calculate      . 

Using the other formulas which were presented in this section, now it is possible to determine 

        and  [    ]. 

 

9.4 Coefficient of variation of arrivals 

In this section, we investigate two methods to determine the   ’s (the coefficient of variation 

of arrivals) and subsequently      . Next we compare the performance of the two methods and 

choose the best performing one for further analysis. 

 

First, subsection 9.4.1 describes a method to determine the    based on Whitt(1983). The 

method seems promising, but it has two drawbacks:  

 It does not deal effectively with batch arrivals. Instead it assumes a higher coefficient 

of variation in individual arrivals. 

 The routing of plates is lost: Instead of knowing a PCR plate is sent to workstation 4 

after workstation 3 (and a SEQ plate to workstation 5), it uses a Bernoulli probability 

to determine the next location of a plate in the system. 

 

An alternative presented in subsection 9.4.2 is to view the queuing network as a tandem 

queuing system. This method has the advantages that the routing of plates is not lost, and 

secondly, when using this method, there is a formula given by Yao(1984) to effectively deal with 

batch arrivals. We compare both approaches in subsection 9.4.3. 

9.4.1 Queuing network analysis: approach of Whitt 

Many approximations such as Sakasegawa’s approximation require the coefficient of variation 

of arrivals (  ) to determine      . Whitt(1983) has proposed a method to estimate these    for 

all workstations in a queuing network by a system of linear equations. This method allows 

incorporating batch forming procedures. Since our queuing model represents a queuing network, 

Whitt’s approach appears to be a perfect fit. 
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Before introducing the method, first we present a more detailed view of the queuing model, in 

such a way that it fits with Whitt’s approach in calculating the   ’s. This extra detail is presented 

in Figure 26. Notably, a distinction is made between batching, debatching and time-consuming 

processes. Also the queues are visualized. In this figure, ‘B’ indicates a batching or debatching 

step and ‘P’ indicates a process. The numbers indicate the workstation. 

 

 
 

Figure 26: The structure of the workstations in more detail, including batching and debatching 

processes, and queues. 

 

 

Presented in Figure 26,    is a factor indicating processing unit splitting (debatching) or 

combining (batching). These factors are of importance for the cycle times, and thus also in 

Whitt’s approach. Whenever no   is displayed in Figure 26, then     , which indicate that no 

change is made to the processing unit (unit   in → unit   out). If     , then the processing unit 

is split: for example,    is executed with batches of plates. After   , these batches are split in    

or   . On the other hand, if     , processing units are combined: for instance at    tests are 

placed into a plate. If the plate has room for 96 tests, then    
     . Table 19 explain all the   

factors used in the model. 

 

In case the unit splitting is performed right after visiting the workstation, and in case the 

splitting is equal for each of the continuations of the processing route, then the unit splitting may 

be included in the process instead of a debatching step (see workstation 5 and 6 at Figure 26). 

 

Furthermore, in Figure 26 we mentioned some   values which depend on   . This value 

represents the average number of tests in an investigation when it is controlled. This is not equal 

to the average number of tests of incoming investigations, since if a single test fails in a SEQ test 

failure, in the second loop the number of tests to control has become only 1.    is determined by  
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∑     

    
   

    
  (16) 

 

Derivation of Equation (16): The quantity           
    is the expected number of tests of 

an investigation which enter the     SEQ loop, and thus are controlled at the end of the     

loop. Therefore, in fact this formula states 
∑       

   

    
, in which      the mean number of SEQ 

loops of the investigation. Thus, this value states the average number of tests scheduled for the 

investigation (including reschedules), divided by the average number of times the investigation is 

controlled (which is equal to     ). This is the average number of tests controlled for an 

investigation (  ) in one visit at workstation 6.  

 

Process   Explanation 

    

 
 

Batching of tests in a plate. 

     In=Out 

     In=Out 

    

 
 

We assumed the Replicator uses batches of size 4. This number is adjustable 

though. 

     In=Out 

     The Replicator uses batches of size 4, the Post Robot uses batches of size 2. Thus 

each product is multiplied by 
 

 
  . This number is adjustable though. 

     Somewhat more complicated. The batch size of the Post Robot is 2. If all PCR tests 

pass the post quantification (no failures), then the number of outgoing SEQ plates is 

4 (thus,    ). A percentage of these is said to consist of failed tests, and are sent 

to   . 

     The batch of plates used in the Replicator is restored into 4 single plates. 

   
 

    
 At the end of the sequencing, the plate is separated into investigations. This   is 

based on the number of investigations which are ready for the control step after a 

plate is finished at the Sequencer. This number varies. Our best guess is to pick the 

average number of investigations which are ready after a plate is finished. This is 

calculated by 

 

 
 

  
. The factor     is present since 1 PCR test resulted in 2 SEQ tests. 

And these 2 SEQ tests only represent 1 PCRSEQ test. 

         In   , all finished investigations are excluded by a choice of   such that only 

investigations with failed tests remain inside the system. The average value of   is 

estimable, namely        . This indicates the incoming unit is investigations 

(with    as average number of tests), and the outgoing units are the failed tests. The 

succeeded tests are removed from the queuing network. 

     At this process, failed plates arrive. These are separated into   failed tests. This is 

approximately a correct approach: better would be to let individual tests arrive at 

   for rescheduling, but this is difficult to use in this model. 

 

Table 19: The values of   at different stations.   represents product creation or combination. 

 

The core formula of Whitt (Whitt[1983], pg. 2801) to determine the   ’s is given by7  

 

 
                                           

7 Actually, the formula is somewhat more complex, but Whitt proposed to take      , which 
simplifies the formula. 
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    (   {  
     }   )]     (     )]  

 

(17) 

 

 

Within this formula,     represent the indices of the workstations; 

    {                                                    }.   is also an index in this 

formula: it represent new arrivals. The     and   indices are used to distinguish between the 

three different buffers and machines at workstation 1. Equation (17) results in a system of linear 

equations, in which   
  are the unknown parameters. 

 

As for the other parameters in Equation (17),    represents the coefficient of variation of the 

processing time distribution of a workstation.     is the proportion of arrivals to j that came from 

i. Therefore,  

    
   

  
  

In which    is the total arrival rate to workstation  , and     is the arrival rate to node j from 

node i.     is the proportion of those products processed at workstation i that go next to node j. 

   
  is the squared coefficient of variation of external arrivals to the system.    are the factors as 

introduced by Table 19. Finally, the formula contains a few predetermined factors:  

   [   (    )
 
(    )]

  
  

   [∑   
 

 

   

]  

 

Note that for the calculated   ’s in Whitt’s approach, batch arrivals are ignored. For example, 

after processing at workstation 5, a batch of investigations arrives at workstation 6. This batch 

arrival is ignored, and instead the    is assumed to be higher (to reflect these batch arrivals).  

 

9.4.2 Queuing network decomposition: focus on batch arrivals 

Since the exact route of tests is known (         ), an interesting alternative is to 

decompose the system as presented in Figure 27: workstation 2 and 3 are depicted twice now. 

This approach is acceptable in this situation, because the utilization of workstation 2 and 3 are 

both such low that              : all time spent at workstation 2 and 3 is used for batch 

forming or processing. 

 

Figure 27 also displays the batching and debatching locations in front of the processes. In this 

presentation, the queuing model approximately resembles a tandem queuing system. In this 

figure, ‘P’ represents a process, ‘B’ a batching process and ‘D’ a debatching process. The reasoning 
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behind the values is similar as presented in Table 19. Note that the incoming arrival rate is given 

by   , which is defined by Equation (15): thus rescheduled tests are added to the flow of arrivals. 

 

 
 

Figure 27: Alternative approach of presenting the queuing network. 

 

Considering the model structure depicted by Figure 27, the model has been simplified into a 

tandem queuing system (implying that all workstations are in series) with batch arrivals (occurs 

after debatching) and batch forming. The formula for determining the    significantly simplifies 

for this situation:    is only dependent on the characteristics of workstation    . Notably, the 

following formula provides this approximation (Hopp & Spearman, 2000): 

 

     
    (    

 )(  
   )  

  
 

√  

(  
   ) (18) 

 

This equation is valid for any distribution of the processing time and any distribution of 

interarrival time. In this definition,      is the coefficient of variation of the units departing 

workstation  . Note that for example at workstation 5, the arriving units are batches of 4 plates. 

Thus    represents the CV of interarrival times of batches of 4 plates. 

 

Next, using these    values, we propose to use a different approximation for       then 

Sakasegawa’s approximation, since batch arrivals have a significant effect on the queuing time. 

This approximation is based on Yao(1985), and is incorporating batch arrivals: 
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√       
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√         
 (19) 
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in which a slight change has to be made to the formula in case of batch forming before the 

workstation: in that case, the    after batch forming should be used. The method to calculate this 

   is (Hopp & Spearman, 2000):  

         
  

  
 

  
  (20) 

in which    represents the batch size. Note that we only require this formula for workstation 1 

and 3: at workstation 4, the formula is not required because there are batch arrivals which are a 

multiple of the processing batch (batch arrivals: 4, processing batch: 2). Thus instead, at 

workstation 4, assume batch arrivals of  
 

 
  . 

 

It may be derived that Equation (19) equals Equation (13) if      (effectively no batch 

arrivals). In the original formula proposed by Yao, also a coefficient of variation of the arriving 

batch sizes is included. In this case,    is no longer the batch arrivals size, but the mean size of 

batch arrivals. Since, we have not derived the coefficient of variation of batch arrival sizes, we 

assume these values to be 0. This assumption is only far-off for batch arrivals at workstation 6; 

since there is quite some variance in the number of investigations which are finished after a plate 

is finished. The variance of batch arrivals at workstation 2 is low, and is 0 at workstation 5. 

 

Derivation of Equation (19): the aim of this derivation is to state how to obtain this equation 

from the formula stated in Yao(1984). Yao stated the formula of   ; the mean number of 

customers in queue in a setting with batch arrivals. By letting   
    in this formula, and 

applying Little’s Law (
  

  
  ), Equation (19) is derived. In our calculations we let    be based on 

the arrival units, while Little’s Law is based on the processing units. Therefore we require    
  

  
. 

 

The only difficulty which remains now is on how to deal with the three different machines at 

workstation 1 which all deliver to workstation 2. The proposed method is the following: observe 

the system with only the P1 processes and P2. In this case we have 3 machines each delivering 

products to workstation 2. Based upon the distribution of interarrival times, one may determine 

   values to each buffer B1 (this could be based on only newly arriving tests (majority of tests), 

since it is difficult to determine this value when also taking into account rescheduled tests). 

Consecutively, by Equation (20) the coefficient of interarrival times at the three P1’s can be 

determined. Next, by Equation (17) an approximation can be generated for the coefficient of 

variation of arrivals at workstation 2, when performing this method only on these four 

workstations. 

9.4.3 Performance queuing network vs. network decomposition with batch arrivals 

So far we proposed two different methods to calculate      : one possibility is to see the 

system as a queuing network, use Whitt’s approach to determine the   ’s and Sakasegawa’s 

approximation to determine      . An alternative is to see the system as a tandem queuing 

system, use the coefficient of variation of departures of the previous workstation to determine the 

  ’s, and use Yao’s approximation to determine      . 

 

Table 20 and Table 21 compare the results of the two different approaches with two 

simulation scenarios: I.C and I.D which were based on basic scenario I and were presented in 
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Section 7.2. In the simulation, we calculated               , which may also be done 

analytically. 

 

 
Scenario I.C 

  
                    

 WS Simulation Analytical Whitt Yao 

PCR 1 1.45 1.44 0.08 0.08 

 
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 
3 * 1.46 0.00 0.00 

 
4 0.39 0.00 0.43 0.54 

SEQ 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 

 
3 * 0.81 0.00 0.00 

 
5 0.50 0.00 0.75 0.59 

 
6 0.27 0.00 0.13 0.11 

 

Table 20: Queuing model results of Scenario I.C (Section 7.2). 

 

 
Scenario I.D 

  
                    

 WS Simulation Analytical Whitt Yao 

PCR 1 1.67 1.44 0.55 0.56 

 
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 
3 * 1.46 0.01 0.03 

 
4 0.90 0.00 1.28 1.23 

SEQ 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 

 
3 * 0.81 0.01 0.02 

 
5 3.32 0.00 7.25 3.93 

 
6 0.89 0.00 0.57 0.53 

 

Table 21: Queuing model results of Scenario I.D (Section 7.2). 

 

First observe the time spent forming batches. These values are estimated quite well. We put a 

* at the      of workstation 3, because the simulation displays the average waiting time 

(which equals      in both of these scenarios) of plates, while batches of SEQ plates and 

PCR plates are formed separately. To check the value which the simulation should give, use   

                         [      ]               [      ]

 
 [      ]          [      ]

         
 

             

   
       

in this calculation, it is assumed that the load of workstation 3 is such low that        . 

The simulation resulted in           , thus there is a close match. 

 

Thus the results indicate that queues barely exist at workstation 1, 2 and 3 according to the 

simulation, except for a queue at workstation 1 in scenario I.D. 

 

No batch forming processes are required in the remainder of the workstations: 4, 5 and 6. As 

for workstations 4 and 5, both approaches slightly overestimate the queuing times at these 
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stations at scenario I.C. More interesting though is scenario I.D. In this case workstation 5 

has an utilization of 0.90. When applying Whitt’s approach, batch arrivals are neglected and 

a high queuing time results (7.25), while the method with batch arrivals results in a lower 

coefficient of variation of arrivals, and as a result, the estimate of the queuing time is much 

closer to the simulation result. 

 

Finally, as for workstation 6, both methods underestimate the queuing time. The cause is 

that the number of investigations which may be controlled after a plate is finished at the 

Replicator is variable. Thus a variable batch size arrives at workstation 6 each time a plate is 

finished at workstation 5. We could incorporate this variance factor in Equation (19), as 

proposed by Yao(1985). Indeed, this would result in a higher queuing time at workstation 6. 

But to incorporate this, first the coefficient of variation of these batch arrivals should be 

determined. 

 

Since the method with batch arrivals has a better performance, in the next section we use 

this approach for comparing the queuing model with the simulation model. By now we derived 

a complete set of equations to analyze the queuing model. 

9.5 Queuing model results and comparison 

In this Section, we evaluate the performance of the queuing model (using the method which 

takes into account batch arrivals for determining the mean queuing times). First we analyze some 

basic results, and next we use the queuing model to derive the same results for      as were 

presented in the what-if scenarios. 

 

Calculation approach 
Ultimately, we want to use Equation (7) to determine the mean cycle time of investigations. 

Required input values to calculate this measure are the same as used in basic scenario I and II.  

We propose to approximate basic scenario II with the queuing model by taking the best fixed 

failure probabilities and the best fitting tests per investigation  : the failure probabilities are fixed 

to the weighted average of all tests in the input data set of basic scenario II. As a result, the 

number of tests per investigation is set to    . For the queuing model it does not matter that the 

number of tests per investigation is not integer. The approximation of basic scenario II which can 

be used by the queuing model is summarized by Table 22. 

 

 

 

Table 22: The parameters of basic scenario II, in which the failure probability of tests and the 

number of tests per investigation are fixed. 

 

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Arr. Rate      
          

Arr. Dist                
           

Input data set Fixed     tests per inv.       
          

Plate size ( )      
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For the calculations, the first step is to determine the probability mass function   by 

Equation (9), after which it is trivial to determine      and       ; formulas required to 

determine        . Next it is possible to determine the values of   , which are required to 

determine the probability mass functions of   , which allows to determine       for all  . The 

next step is to determine the       for each workstation, which starts by determining the   ’s by 

the equations displayed in Table 17, after which the utilizations of all workstations may be 

determined by Equation (14) (note: first calculate   
  ). The next step is to determine the 

coefficients of interarrival times (  ) by an iterative approach using Equation (18) (this assumes 

the usage of the method described in 9.4.2). Now Equation (19) (approximation by Yao) may be 

used to determine the queuing time (     ) at each workstation. As for determining       for each 

workstation, we use Equation (12), and next       is determined by Equation (11). Next, 

                                and  [    ]                          . Finally 

Equation (7) determines        . This entire procedure is implemented in an MS Excel worksheet, 

such that parameters are easily adjustable. 

 

Performance of queuing model on simple scenarios 

In this subsection, the results and the causes of the differences between the results of      in 

the queuing model and the simulation model are discussed. The results of basic scenario I and 

some scenarios which have been discussed in Section 7.2 are shown in Table 23. 

 

Generally, note the results are close to each other. The general trend is the following:  

 The queuing times are slightly overestimated at workstation 1, 4 and 5. 

 The queuing times are underestimated at workstation 6, since the coefficient of 

variation in batch arrivals is ignored. 

As a result, in some instances,      may be underestimated (if       is significantly 

underestimated). And in most instances       is more overestimated at workstations 1, 4 and 5 

which cause an overestimation of     . 

 

Scenario      Simulation       Queuing Difference 

Basic Scenario I 10.78 11.72 0.96 

Scenario I.A 28.13 30.80 2.72 

Scenario I.B 13.23 14.10 0.87 

Scenario I.C 28.64 28.68 0.04 

Scenario I.D 41.54 43.11 1.57 
 

Table 23: Comparison of the values      derived from the simulation model and the queuing 

model. 

 

The remainder of the formulas used to determine      seem to provide quite exact results. For 

more detail about the under or overestimation of the queuing times, see Section 9.4.3. 

 

Performance of queuing model on what-if scenarios 
In this analysis we compare the performance of the queuing model and the simulation model 

on the what-if scenarios. The analysis provides good results: it shows that the queuing model is 

well able to analyze the effects of many changes to the system. The results are displayed in Table 

24. In this Table, the most right column is colored red if the queuing model resulted in a lower 
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result than the simulation model, and if the simulation model provided a lower result, the column 

is colored blue. 

 

All what-if scenarios are based on basic scenario II, and this scenario has a variable number of 

tests per investigation, as well as a test dependent failure probability for PCR and SEQ tests. 

The queuing model is not able to deal with this input. Instead, the queuing model uses 

parameters which are gauged to the best fixed value (see Table 22). 

 

When comparing the results of the queuing model with the simulation results, all results are 

quite close to each other: the queuing model is quite well able to derive the same results for the 

mean (    ) of the what-if scenarios: a difference of 1 is low. Recall that in all what-if scenarios 

we presented confidence intervals, and some of these confidence intervals were      or larger, 

therefore the simulation results are also not exactly right. 

 

Besides the two trends which cause the difference between the queuing model and simulation 

model results that were already mentioned, a third trend may be mentioned based on these 

results:  

 Failure probabilities of PCR and SEQ tests based on real data cause an increase in 

     compared to the same scenarios with a fixed weighted mean for these failure 

probabilities (which is used for results derived from the queuing model). This effect is 

visible in the what-if scenarios with a fixed probability of PCR or SEQ failures: as a 

result, the increase of      due to real failure probabilities is removed, and thus in 

comparison with the queuing model, now      is lower. 

 

Note that although the calculations shown in this chapter provide nice results, the simulation 

model is the only one which is also providing output values for      , and the quantiles. These 

are significantly more difficult to determine analytically. 
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Adjusted Parameter Value      Simulation       Queuing Difference 

Basic Scenario II - 25.50 25.06 -0.44 

CV(P) 0 25.46 24.64 -0.82 

 (Section 8.1) 1 26.30 26.34 0.04 

  1.5 27.80 28.47 0.67 

Proc. Time mult. 1.1 27.53 27.24 -0.29 

 (Section 8.2) 1.2 30.03 29.77 -0.26 

  1.25 31.64 31.38 -0.26 

  1.3 33.61 33.65 0.04 

  1.35 40.63 38.72 -1.91 

Failure probability 0% 20.42 20.93 0.51 

 PCR 2% 22.60 22.32 -0.28 

 (Section 8.3) 4% 23.58 23.57 -0.01 

  6% 24.43 24.71 0.28 

  8% 25.33 25.75 0.42 

  10% 25.99 26.73 0.74 

Failure probability 0% 18.05 17.80 -0.25 

 SEQ 2% 20.26 20.03 -0.23 

 (Section 8.4) 4% 22.07 22.06 -0.01 

  6% 23.56 23.91 0.35 

  8% 25.08 25.64 0.56 

  10% 26.24 27.28 1.04 

Plate size 72 28.86 27.04 -1.82 

 (Section 8.5) 80 25.14 24.72 -0.42 

  88 24.99 24.74 -0.25 

  106 26.19 25.61 -0.58 

  120 27.13 26.49 -0.64 
 

Table 24: Comparison of the      of the what-if scenarios of Chapter 8 (simulation model) with 

the queuing model. 
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10 Conclusions and future research directions 

This thesis has provided a quantitative analysis on the cycle times of investigations at UMC 

St. Radboud Genome Diagnostics. Therewith, a data analysis combined with interviews with 

employees has resulted in a list of the main causes for a higher cycle time than achievable. 

Secondly, this thesis provides a simulation and a queuing model of the robot street valid for all 

PCRSEQ (Sanger sequencing) tests which are performed on the robot street. These models show 

interesting results on what is achievable in the current system setup, and besides this they can be 

used to check the effect of adjustments to the system parameters. The developed models form an 

initial step in creating a full model for all executed experiments at the Genome Diagnostics 

division: model extensions are required. 

 

Firstly discussing the main findings of the data analysis in more detail, we found that the 

current cycle time factor is approximately 12, which indicates that the cycle time of investigations 

is 12 times higher than the minimal achievable cycle time. The main causes for this are the 

following: firstly, some processes must be executed by a person with certain skills, or are assigned 

to a specific person (specialist work). This causes delay, for example if this person is busy or not 

available for one or more days. A second cause is the rework of failed tests, which results in 

increased cycle times in the execution phase. Data analysis showed that some specific tests have a 

high failure probability. Thirdly, we noticed that in certain instances, the transportation of 

intermediate products also delays the process, and a fourth cause is failures in IT software. 

Finally, we note that the batch forming procedures are causing delays in executing investigations. 

 

To investigate the procedures currently used in the execution of PCRSEQ tests on the robot, 

we presented two models of this part of the system: a simulation model, which provides more 

accurate results and more distinct performance measures, and a queuing model, which provides a 

better understanding of the outcome and faster outcome generation. Having used two different 

solving approaches, we can be more confident that the results are correct: it is a satisfactory 

result that both models result in a mean cycle time of investigation within a range of 10% of each 

other (for any of the what-if scenarios). 

 

The simulation model uses the assumptions of no transportation time, and efficient handling 

at the ‘control’ of results of tests, as well as the scheduling of tests (automatic work list creation). 

Under these assumptions, the cycle time of investigations already reduced significantly compared 

with the actual situation. We used this model to perform the following what-if scenarios:   

1. The effect of the coefficient of variation of the processing times of machines on the 

average cycle time of investigations.  

2. The effect of an increase of the processing time on all machines. 

3. The reduction in cycle time if the PCR test failure probability is reduced. 

4. The reduction in cycle time if the SEQ test failure probability is reduced. 

5. The effect of the plate size (fill) on the cycle time of investigations. 

The what-if scenarios provide some interesting results, but by a future research with an extended 

model, the results should be confirmed. 

 

As for future research in this thesis’s topic, it is especially of interest to extend the model of 

the execution phase (part of the system). It is recommended to implement the following:  

 24 hours clock: currently a workday is set at 8 hours, and some processes, which run 

24 hours a day, have an increased processing speed. Using a time setting with 24-

hours a day, in which some of the machines only operate during working hours allows 

obtaining better results. 
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 Manual processing route of PCR tests: in the actual approach, a failed test is most 

likely rescheduled on the manual route of PCR tests after two failures. Implementing 

the manual route allows to better reflect the complete process. 

 GS, MLPA and ‘other’ test routes: besides the PCRSEQ test routes, investigations 

may also include these test routes. Thus while satisfactory results may be achieved 

for the PCRSEQ test routes of an investigation, the GS, MLPA and ‘other’ test 

routes may still delay the process. 

 Next-Gen Sequencing (NGS) extension: due to recent innovation, probably the 

system structure is going to change within half a year: a new type of Sequencers will 

be used which require a somewhat different processing route. It is well possible to 

modify the current model such that it includes the new NGS machines. 

After implementing one or more of these model extensions, it is interesting to reanalyze the 

what-if scenarios presented in this thesis. Additionally, the following what if scenarios are of 

interest:  

 Work schedule changes: investigation of the effect of a change in the operating hours 

on the cycle time of investigations. 

 Control tests before all of them are ready: currently, investigations are only controlled 

after all its tests are ready. It is also possible to control and reschedule tests as soon as 

they are processed on the Sequencers. Certainly, this saves time, but an analysis 

should be performed to check whether the benefit is significant. 

 

This thesis has provided a start in analyzing the system used for executing diagnostic 

investigations, and has shown the benefits of a quantitative research approach on this system. 

Since nowadays, the production system at the Genome Diagnostics division more and more starts 

to resemble a manufacturing network, it becomes of increased importance to perform these types 

of analysis. It delivers serious benefits. 
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Appendix A: Extended biological information 

This appendix provides some additional biological information. This extra information is not 

required to understand the thesis, but provides some more understanding for the reasons behind 

the different experiment types. 

The origin of hereditary diseases 

A hereditary disease is a disease caused by an error in the genetic code of an individual: the 

individual has an abnormality in his DNA which is either unique or present among a small part of 

the population. These abnormalities are caused by mutations. 

 

A mutation is the biological definition of an error in the DNA. It is a change in the bases of 

the DNA. Therefore, first bases will be introduced. 

 
 

Figure 288 (Left): This image displays where DNA is located in a human cell.  

Figure 29 9(Right): A zoom-in on the structure of DNA. Visible are the 4 types of bases: Guanine, 

Cytosine, Adenine and Thymine. 

 

As depicted by Figure 28 and Figure 29, the human DNA is located in the nucleus of each 

cell, and is spread across several chromosomes. The chromosomes consist of two backbones of 

sugars and phosphates, and within are the bases of the genetic code: Guanine (G), Cytosine (C), 

Thymine (T) and Adenine (A). Figure 28 also depicts a gene, which is a series of bases (A, T, C 

and G’s) coding for a protein. A protein is a material used by the body for the construction of 

cells. Humans have approximately 20.000 different genes. A sequence or DNA fragment is defined 

as a series of bases of one of the backbones (for example, Figure 29 shows the sequence 

GCAGGACT).  

 

Doctors may diagnose a hereditary disease if they notice the absence of a protein or an 

unexpected, harmful protein in a patient’s cell (or its effects). If indeed a hereditary disease is 

present, this can be verified by a mutation (a modification) in the bases of the DNA. 

 

                                           
8 Source: http://publications.nigms.nih.gov/thenewgenetics/chapter1.html 
9 Source: http://publications.nigms.nih.gov/thenewgenetics/chapter1.html 
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Experiment types 

As described, to verify potential hereditary diseases, one has to detect mutations in the 

patient’s DNA. To do this, one has to execute several experiments. The aim of this section is to 

introduce the experiments used at the genetics division of the UMC St. Radboud. 

 

Sometimes there is a choice, but generally, the experiment to perform is fixed based upon the 

type of mutation to investigate. DNA mutations are divided in the following three categories:  

 

Mutation Effect Example 

Point mutation A single base changed into another base. For 

example, an ‘T’ mutated into a ‘C’. 

ATTCGAATCCGA 

Deletion One or more nucleotides are removed by a 

mutation. 
ATTCGAAGA 

Repetition One or more nucleotides are duplicated one 

or more times. 

ATTCGAATTCTTCTTCGA 

 

Table 25: Types of mutations. 

 

Mutations in the DNA structure only have consequences if they occur in parts of the DNA 

which are utilized by the body. For protein production, only the exons are used, as depicted in 

Figure 30. The introns (the material between the exons) are unused. As a consequence, in the 

diagnosis of a hereditary disease, analysts only have to check for mutations in the sequence (a 

series of DNA bases) of exons. 

 
Figure 3010: Structure of a gene and the construction of proteins. 

 

For detecting point mutations, the currently favorable method to utilize is Sanger sequencing 

(PCRSEQ): this method is based on visualizing the exact sequence of each exon of a gene. 

Analysts can use this visualization to conclude whether a harmful mutation occurred. 

 

For detecting repetitions and deletions in the DNA, currently the favorable methods are 

multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) and Genescan (GS) These methods 

visualize the frequency of occurrence of certain fragments in the DNA. Therefore these methods 

are called fragment occurrence analysis methods.  

                                           
10 Edit of image with source: http://genome.wellcome.ac.uk/doc_WTX038966.html 
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Appendix B: The mapping of the machines and processes level to 

the model of the PCRSEQ route with a robot PCR route 

The processes level introduced the processes required to execute the PCRSEQ test route. The 

PCR part of this route may be executed manually or by robots, in which the robot route is 

preferred. For the case in which the PCR is executed by robots, the consecutive processes and 

machines used at the PCRSEQ route are discussed in more detail in this section. Figure 31 

displays an extract of this part of the system as it was presented in the processes level, as well as 

in the machines and operators level. This Figure functions as a reference to the upcoming 

discussion. 

 

 
Figure 31: Extraction of the processes displayed at the processes level and the operators and 

machines level, which are used during the execution phase for the PCRSEQ test route with PCR 

processed on robot. 

 

As soon as an investigation is approved and the DNA is isolated, the execution phase of an 

investigation may start. As discussed, the batching units for PCR and SEQ tests are based on 
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work lists. These work lists represent a list of tests which are placed on a 96-wells plate. Each 

machine requires plates as processing unit. 

 

First, a plate is composed at the Pre Robot (PreR). ‘Composing’ means to mix ingredients 

according to a work list, such that a plate becomes filled with PCR tests. This process step is 

called PrePCR. The Genome Diagnostics division has access to three Pre Robots. Each Pre Robot 

is linked to its own Cytomat, in which materials are stored which can be used by the Pre Robot. 

All ingredients to create any PCR test, except for the required DNA sample, are stored in every 

Cytomat. DNA samples required for a test route are located in only one of the available 

Cytomats. The placement method of DNA samples over the Cytomats currently used is (may be 

considered as) random and results in an equal spread among the different Cytomats. It is 

inefficient to reposition samples into another Cytomat. Therefore, work lists should be 

constructed taking into account the DNA samples located in a certain Cytomat. Work lists are 

either created manually or automatically. Since currently a transition is being made to the 

automatic creation of work lists, and because it is easier to assume automatic work list creation, 

we assume the latter. Automatic work list creation means that a work list is created as soon as 

enough test routes are waiting to be processed to completely fill a plate. After processing on the 

Pre Robot, the finished plate is placed inside the Cytomat. A plate composed with PCR tests is 

called a PCR plate. The Pre Robot may operate 24 hours a day. 

 

Next, an analyst has to place the plate in a PCR machine. After PCR, the next processing 

step is ‘cleaning’. The conventional method to do this is by placing the plate in a Replicator 

(RC). A Replicator allows for batch processing; the batch size may be between 1 and 8 plates. 

 

After cleaning, plates are placed in the queue for the Post Robot. These machines may 

operate 24 hours a day. The Post Robot consecutively executes the processing steps ‘Post 

Quantification’, ‘Normalisation’ and ‘Pre Sequencing’
11

. In the step ‘Post Quantification’, tests 

may be rejected, after which processing must restart. We call a rejected test at Post 

Quantification a PCR test failure. In ‘Pre Sequencing’, the PCR test material (if not rejected) is 

used to create SEQ tests on a new plate: a SEQ plate (a PCR and SEQ plate are identical, but 

we want to distinguish between a plate filled with PCR or SEQ tests). One PCR test results in 

two SEQ tests: this multiplication is done because this results in a lower probability of results 

rejection of the SEQ tests. But since the number of tests is duplicated, the number of SEQ plates 

also increases; SEQ tests are placed on new 96-wells plates. An easier alternative is to assume 

that SEQ plates only have half the size of PCR plates instead of doubling the number of SEQ 

tests compared to PCR tests: when the plate size is even, the two SEQ tests resulting from an 

PCR test are placed on the same SEQ plate. We assume the SEQ plates only continue being 

processed when they are completely filled. 

 

An example of the results of operations in the Post Robot is the following: assume a plate 

with 96 PCR tests arrives, and 10 tests are rejected in Post Quantification. Then, 10 tests have to 

be rescheduled, and using material of the 86 passed PCR tests, 172 SEQ tests are created. The 

first 96 of these are placed on SEQ plate  . The remaining 76 tests are placed on SEQ plate   

 . This partially filled plate will be completely filled as soon as the next PCR plate arrives. 

Alternatively, it may be said that the 86 PCR tests results in 86 SEQ tests which are placed on 

plates with 48 wells. 

 

                                           
11 Note that the Post Robot is also able to perform the cleaning after PCR. Doing so, the Replicator 
does not have to be used. But since cleaning on the Post Robot is slow, the Post Robot is (barely) 
used for cleaning. 
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Like the Pre Robot, the Post Robot also has a Cytomat linked to it. Once a SEQ plate is 

completely filled and ready, an analyst places this plate in a PCR machine (like after the 

processing on the Pre Robot, but the processing program is different now), after which the plate 

is cleaned again at one of the Replicators. The second cleaning operation at the Replicator is 

somewhat different than the first one, and therefore it is not allowed to mix batches of PCR and 

SEQ plates when processing on a Replicator. 

 

After the second cleaning, the plate is ready to be placed (by an analyst) in a queue of one of 

the Sequencers. These machines operate 24 hours a day. After the sequencing, the results of all 

tests are first processed by a computer program (Sequence Pilot), and next they are sent to a 

group of analysts whose task is to control the results. 

 

In the current setup, the control of results is only started as soon as the results of all tests 

which still have to be done for a certain investigation are ready. This means that the time before 

the control of results increase if PCR test failures occur to tests of an investigation. 2 SEQ test 

results arrive for each PCR test which passed at ‘Post Quantification’. If these results are not 

clear enough, or if a mutation has been discovered, then the (PCRSEQ) test has to be 

rescheduled. Most of the reschedules are of the former type (results not clear enough). Therefore 

we call all rescheduled SEQ tests SEQ test failures. Whenever for an investigation none of the 

tests are rescheduled, then the investigation leaves the execution phase and the outcome is 

created. If one or more tests failed, the remainder of tests are waiting at the ‘collect’ step until the 

remainder of tests have succeeded. 
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Appendix C: Origin of values used in the basic scenarios 

The model requires the following input parameters:  

1. Set of input data, containing possible arriving investigations. 

2. Distribution of interarrival times of investigations. 

3. For each workstation: number of machines, processing batch size and mean processing 

time. 

4. Distribution of processing time. 

5. Size of plates. 

6. Failure probabilities of all PCR and all SEQ tests. 

 

In this Appendix, we describe the origin of the parameters used in the basic scenarios. 

Set of input data 

As for the arrivals, we sample from an input set of        investigations which occurred in 

     and      and have at least   PCRSEQ test route. These are the investigations satisfying 

the constraints stated in Section 5.1. We assume that this set of input data is representative. For 

each of these investigations, it is given which disease is investigated, as well as which PCRSEQ 

tests are performed. 

Distribution of interarrival times of investigations 

We pick the constant parameter such that the throughput (  ) of the system equals the 

throughput rate of the Pre Robot (measured by past data). 

 
Based upon an analysis of the storage database, the number of tests processed at the Pre 

Robot is approximately     per workday12. The average number of PCRSEQ test routes of an 

investigation in our input data is    . The     tests passing the Pre Robot include rescheduled 

test, and we correct (approximately) for this by ignoring the tests which are rescheduled. 

Approximately      of the PCR tests and      of the SEQ tests fail. Therefore, approximately 

    of these tests are new arrivals13. As a result, to mimic the utilization of the Pre Robot as 

observed, we let the number of daily arrivals be 
   

   
   , which indicates an approximate arrival 

rate of    per hour, when assumed a working day is fixed to   hours. As a result, the interarrival 

time distribution used is              . It is possible to consider a distribution with more 

variance for the interarrival time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           
12 Based on the period of September to November 2012. 
13 Namely,                           . 
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Workstation characteristics 

In this Section, the following values are clarified:  

 

Workstation (WS) Mean Processing 
Time (hours) 

Machines Batch Size 

1 (PP) 1 3 96 tests → 1 plate 

2 (PCR) 2 if PCR plate, 
1 if SEQ plate 

16 1 plate 

3 (REP) 1 if PCR plate,  
1 if SEQ plate 

4 4 plates 

4 (POS) 0.75 1 2 plates 

5 (SEQ) 1.5 4 1 plate 

6 (C) 0.25 7 1 investigation 

 

Table 26: The used processing times, number of machines and batch sizes in the what if scenarios. 

 

These are the values used for the simulations. They will be clarified per workstation. 

 

Workstation 1 (Pre Robot) 
At this workstation there are three Pre Robots. Plates are formed by this machine, and a 

plate has room for 96 tests. By discussion with the managers of the robot street, their preferred 

method to use was to only process completely filled plate (thus use all room available on the 

plate). The processing time of the Pre Robot (PP) is varying. The robot is designed to pipet 

different mixes into a tube. The actual processing time depends on:  

1. The number of tests on a plate. 

2. The location of the required primer sets and DNA samples. 

Primer sets and DNA samples are stored on REMP plates in the cytomat. If the required 

material is scattered over many REMP plates, then the processing time increases. 

 

We analyzed data of the Storage database between January 2011 and November 2012. Based 

on plates with     tests within this period, the mean processing time is 1.51 hours and the CV is 

0.40 (based on a set of 308 acceptable data observations. Note this number is not very high, since 

in the past often half-filled plates were created.). 

 

Since the Pre Robots operate at night as well, we reduced the Pre Robot’s processing time by 

a third: the Pre Robots have a low utilization. In reality, this is indeed the case. Due to a change 

in the working approach, the number of PCR plates processed reduced by 40%, when comparing 

months before and after July 2012. 

 

Workstation 2 (PCR machines) 
This workstation represents the PCR machines. Processing on a PCR machine is required 

twice: once after processing on the Pre Robot (workstation 1), and once after processing on the 

Post Robot (workstation 4). 

 

Timestamps for the processing time at the PCR machines are not available in the databases, 

since only the timestamp of the start of the processing is stored. Therefore, instead of stored 

processing times, the used processing times are based on fabric prescriptions and manual 

observations. 
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Based on this information the time required for PCR after the Pre Robot is approximately 2 

hours, and the time required for PCR after the Post Robot (cycle sequencing) is approximately 1 

hour. PCR machines have to be loaded by operators and therefore only operate during working 

hours. There is no additional setup time. 

 

We decided to fix the number of PCR machines to 16 in our model, but in reality, there are 

more PCR machines: 17 ‘new’ PCR machines and another 10+ ‘old’ PCR machines. The capacity 

of this station is very low. 

 

Workstation 3 (Replicator) 
This workstation represents the Replicators which are used for PCR as well as SEQ plates. 

We only had the processing times of PCR plates on the Replicator available. The processing time 

of plates depends on the batch size and is shown in Table 27. Clearly, there is a somewhat linear 

increase of the processing time with a larger batch size. For all cases, the coefficient of variation is 

approximately 0.5. Besides the processing times presented by this table, there is also a setup time 

of approximately 15 minutes for each run (based on interviews). This brings the average 

processing time to approximately 1 hour, when assuming fixed batch sizes of 4. 

 

Batch size               

2 0.53 0.55 

3 0.60 0.45 

4 0.72 0.69 

5 0.88 0.55 

6 0.95 0.50 

7 1.10 0.53 

8 1.09 0.48 
 

Table 27: The processing time required for different batch sizes used in the Replicator (cleaning of 

PCR plates only). 

 

As for the cleaning of SEQ plates, a different program is used such that in reality, the 

processing is somewhat faster. We decided to keep the process time at 1 hour for this case though. 

The Replicators only operate during working hours. 

 

Lastly, in the real situation, two Replicators are dedicated to PCR plates processing and two 

others to SEQ plates processing. By installing additional programs on all Replicators, they will all 

be able to perform PCR plates processing as well as SEQ plates processing. 

 

Workstation 4 (Post Robot) 
This workstation represents the Post Robot. Currently, one Post Robot is present at the 

genome diagnostics division, but a second one is arriving soon. We assume the cleaning after PCR 

is always done using the Replicator; not on the post robot (which is also possible). This is similar 

to the standard approach at UMC St. Radboud. 

 
The processing steps performed at the Post Robot are the post quantification process, 

normalization and pre sequencing. After post quantification, some tests fail and their processing is 

discontinued. It is not problematic to assume these tests are only rescheduled after the pre 

sequencing process step. 
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The Post Robot is processing 2 PCR plates simultaneously. Using the Storage database, the 

processing time for the normalization and post quantification processes are obtainable. Based on 

all plates processed in 2011 and 2012 on the Post Robot (independent on the number of tests 

placed on the plate), the average processing time is 1.0 hours, and the CV is 0.17. To these 

processing times, one should add the setup time and the time required for the process pre 

sequencing. These times have been guessed by manual observations. We estimate therefore that 

the total average processing time of a batch of two plates is between 1.5 and 2 hours. 

 

Since the Post Robot operates 24 hours a day, the processing speed is increased for the case of 

only 8 working hours a day (as in the simulation and queuing model). We propose to assume a 

processing time of 0.75 hours for this case. 

 

Workstation 5 (Sequencer) 
This workstation represents the Sequencers. There are 4 in total, of which 2 operate at double 

speed. According to interviews and fabric prescriptions, the required processing time is 1.75 hours 

for the fast Sequencers and 3.5 hours for the slow Sequencers. Sequencers operate 24 hours a day 

(and thus may eliminate queues at night). Since the utilization of this workstation is high, we 

decided to increase the processing speed for the case in which the 24 hours clock is ignored (8 

hours a day). Thus we use a mean processing time of 1.5 hours. 

 

Workstation 6 (Control (+Reschedule) by analyst) 
This workstation is the most difficult to model, since the task is performed by humans, and 

because the deviation of required time to control tests of investigations is high. Workstation 6 

comprises the control of investigations as well as the rescheduling of tests. Based on interviews, 

on average 10 minutes are required for controlling an average investigation, but this value is 

dependent on:  

1. The number of tests of the investigation. 

2. The experience of the analyst. 

3. The difficulty to interpret a certain result. 

Based on this interviews, we expect the CV to be at least larger than 1. Furthermore, since an 

analyst who is assigned to the task of controlling investigations will be interrupted from time to 

time, we think it is reasonable to assume the average time to control an investigation may be 

assumed higher; we propose 15 minutes. 

 

In the current setup, controlling investigations with a certain indicator is a task done by 

analysts of a ‘theme group’ which is responsible for this set of diseases. This results in more 

delays, because it indicates that separate buffers are formed for the investigations which have to 

be controlled. Therefore, the waiting times will be longer than estimated. Furthermore, some 

analysts work part time, and therefore, some investigations are waiting in the buffer before 

control for more than 2 workdays.  

 

In consultation with our supervisors at UMC St. Radboud, we decided to ignore these rather 

important factors, since in future, the theme groups will cooperate more. In fact it should not 

matter which theme group is controlling which result, but this decomposition has always been 

made in the past. 

 

As a result, we let the processing time be 15 minutes, the coefficient of variation adjustable, 

and the number of operators adjustable. An estimate of the number of analysts working each day 

at controlling and rescheduling is 7. Usually, each analyst finishes its work by the end of the day. 
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Distribution of processing times 

For any scenario, we choose an equal distribution shape for all processes, such that the 
coefficient of variation of all process time distributions will be equal.  The mean processing times 

are chosen to reflect the actual machine’s processing rate. We choose a distribution such that the 
CV(P) (coefficient of variation of processing times) is respectively 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5. The 

chosen distributions, in which   
   is the mean processing time in workstation   in hours, are:  

 

            
   : this distribution has no variance, thus     . 

           
     : this distribution is the gamma form with given shape and scale 
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It is verifiable by substitution and                      that         and 

      . 

Plate size 

The plate size is adjustable in the model. In the simulation, each plate is entirely filled with 

tests: thus if the plate size is   , plates are only processed when    tests are available for 

processing. If no other values are mentioned, the used plate size is the currently used plate size: 

  . 

Failure of tests 

Failures of SEQ tests 
The approach for determining the failure probabilities of SEQ tests (tests which are decided 

to reschedule after ‘control’ by the group analysts) is as follows. Using the Helix database, we 

derived a list of all work lists executed in 2011 and 2012. A work list describes the content of each 

test in a processing batch. Each plate has its own work list, and there are PCR, SEQ, MLPA, GS 

and ‘Other’ work lists. A work list includes for each test the information about the DNA sample 

ID used, the primer set used and the investigation belonging to the test. 

 

Using this list, we can determine the number of times a specific test is scheduled for the same 

investigation and the same sample ID. More specifically, it is possible to determine whether a test 

is scheduled for the first time or a reschedule. In this analysis we exclude multiple execution of 

the same test on the same work list in this analysis: this would be unfair to count. 

 

Next, let   be the number of times test   is executed and    the number of times the test is 

scheduled for the first time. Then the failure probability    of a test is given by:  
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It has been verified with different analysts that these probabilities are likely valid (based on 

their observations). Unfortunately, the probabilities are not completely valid: some SEQ tests 

almost always fail when they are executed on the robot street. When performing the PCR of this 

test manually, the probability of success of the resulting SEQ test increases significantly, because 

in manual execution, the conditions may be optimized to create a better ‘starting product’ for the 

SEQ test. As a result, the failure probabilities obtained in this analysis are biased. These results 

are the best obtainable though. The most important reason for this is because in the current 

setup of the Helix SQL database, it is not possible to link a SEQ test to its corresponding PCR 

test by a direct method. The occurrence of erroneous data in the Helix database makes this even 

more difficult. 

 

Note that reschedules (which we call failures here) include verifications of mutations as well. 

Based on consultation and our own opinion, it is a good approach to assume a reschedule of a 

failed SEQ test and a scheduled (PCR)SEQ test for verification of a mutations as equal. 

 

Some primer sets were required less than 10 times over 2011 and 2012 (that is,      ). For 

these cases we set the failure probability to the average of all test failures, because the number of 

observations is not large enough to be sure about the quality of these tests. 

 

Failure of PCR tests 

Failure of PCR tests means the post quantification failed. As for the Post Robot’s post 

quantification process, not much correct data is available: the Post Robot was not operating (a 

bypass which did not perform ‘post quantification’ was used) between August 2012 and January 

2013, and before August 2012 there was an error with the post quantification process, which was 

only discovered by July 2012. This error results in at least 5% of the correct tests incorrectly 

declared ‘failed’. 

 

As a result, we had to perform an analysis using only data of February and March 2013. The 

log table of the SQL database Storage contains information about all tests executed on the Post 

Robot, including a statement on whether the post quantification was failed or passed. As a result, 

the analysis to perform is easy: the failure probability is  

                    

                      
  

Like with SEQ tests, whenever the number of executed tests was less than 10 (not enough 

observations), we gave the tests a failure probability which was ‘average’ compared to all the 

other PCR test failure probabilities. 
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Appendix D: Execution recipe 

The available test routes are somewhat different for the execution recipe (recipe V). The 

execution recipe is only used by external research groups who are permitted to use the machines 

of the Genetics division. Manual activities are never outsourced to the Genetics division. This 

results in a different set of test routes, as displayed in Figure 32. Compared to test routes I, II 

and III, the execution recipe also has a SEQ-only test route, and no ‘other’ test route. The only 

process required for MLPA and GS tests in this setting is the sequencing. As for PCRSEQ routes, 

it is possible to let the Genetics division perform the entire process or only the second part of the 

PCRSEQ test route (SEQ test route). The external research groups have to control the results 

themselves; and in case the test failed, they have to reschedule it themselves. 

 
Figure 32: The different paths of an execution recipe (V). 

 

As shown in Figure 32, four different execution routes exist. All these ‘execution’ test routes 

use the robot street and sequencing facility: manual activities are never outsourced to the genetics 

division. 

 

One of the execution routes (PCRSEQ) uses the robot street starting at the Pre Robot and 

ending at the Sequencer. The second route (SEQ only) starts at compose plates (CP) and ends at 
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the Sequencer via PCR and Replicator, and the final ones starts at compose plates and takes the 

short route to the Sequencer, after which it ends (MLPA and GS). 

 

The execution recipe has a 8% share in the number of PCR tests on the robot street. The 

share is higher in the sequencing facility: 28% of the MLPA and GS tests (short route) are 

external, and 27% of the SEQ tests arriving at compose plates. Jobs with the execution recipe 

may have a high urgency, like investigations. 
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Appendix E: Used notation 

This following is a list of notations used in this model and the remainder of the thesis. It may 

function as a reference list. 

 

  Pre Robot workstation 

  PCR workstation 

  Replicator workstation 

  Post Robot workstation 

  Sequencer workstation 

  Control workstation 

  Index of workstations,   {           } 

   Utilization of machines at workstation   

   Processing rate of machines at workstation   

   Coefficient of variation of processing (service) time at 

workstation   

   Arrival rate at workstation   

   Coefficient of variation of arrivals at   

   Processing batch size at workstation   

   Plate size 

  Number of tests in an investigation 

   Number of times workstation   contributes to the cycle 

time. 

   Realization of the processing time at workstation   

   Realization of wait to batch time at workstation   

   Realization of queuing time at workstation   

   Total waiting time at   (        )  

   Cycle time (sojourn time) at   (             

     Realization of the cycle time of an investigation 

   Probability of PCR failure 

   Probability of SEQ failure 

     Route of a PCR test (1→2→3→4) 

     Route of a SEQ test (2→3→5→6) 
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Index 

96-wells plate, 82 
authorization, 17 
basic scenario I, 40 
basic scenario II, 41 
client, 9 
clinical molecular geneticist, 17 
CMG, 17 
CV(P), 40 
cytomat, 82 
diagnostic investigation, 9 
DNA fraction, 10 
DNA sample, 10 
executed protcol class, 25 
execution method, 31 
experiment, 10, 11 
fraction, 10 
gel method, 11 
gene, 9 
Genescan, 11 
GS, 11 
GS loop, 26 
GS test, 12 
hereditary disease, 9 
investigation, 9 
investigation outcome, 9 
investigation request, 9 
loop, 26 
MLPA, 11 
MLPA loop, 26 
MLPA test, 12 
mutation, 9 
negative, 9 

next-gen sequencing, 11 
NGS, 11 
Other (experiment type), 11 
other loop, 26 
Other test, 12 
outcome, 9 
PCR loop, 26 
PCR plate, 36 
PCR test, 12 
PCR test failure, 36 
PCRSEQ, 11 
PCRSEQ test, 12 
plate, 18 
positive, 9 
primer, 12 
primer set, 12 
robot street, 18 
Sanger sequencing, 11 
scanning, 31 
screening, 31 
senior, 17 
SEQ loop, 26 
SEQ plate, 36 
SEQ test, 12 
SEQ test failure, 36 
sequencing facility, 18 
test, 12 
theme group, 18 
tissue sample, 9 
what-if scenario, 35 
work list, 18 
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